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Abstract
We have shown that 'Si' (in some form) is associated with post-translationally
modified protein and carbohydrate biopolymer components of the plant cell wall from
Equisetum arvense. We have shown that bioextracts from the plant cell wall and
bioinspired additives from amino acids, peptides, proteins and molecules containing
reactive groups such as amines and hydroxyl groups modify the properties of silicas
generated in their presence. The observed patterns of behaviour are functionality and
structure dependent and centre upon non-covalent interactions between a range of
silicon containing species and the solution phase additives. We have shown that
electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, the hydrophobic effect and the ordering
of water all play a role in determining the structures adopted by silica produced in
aqueous solution. We have developed routes to porous and non-porous silicas and to
silicas that show a range of gross morphologies including spheres, ribbons and
structures that superficially mimic the material they have been formed in conjunction
with. We have increased the level of understanding of chemical factors that affect
silica formation and generated new silica based materials. We believe that the set of
'rules' governing (bio)silicification understood from this project will be used
predictively in the future by others.
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Towards an understanding of (bio)silicification: the role of amino

acids and lysine oligomers in silicification

David Belton, Gary Paine, Siddharth V. Patwardhan and Carole C. Perry*

Division of Chemistry, Interdisciplinary Biomedical Research Centre, School of Science,
The Nottingham Trent University, Clifton Lane, Nottingham, UK NGll 8NS.
E-mail: Carole.Perry@ntu.ac.uk

Received 9th February 2004, Accepted 10th May 2004
First published as an Advance Article on the web 8th June 2004

In order to understand the role that proteins play in the generation of well regulated biosilica structures we need
to understand the contribution of the components, singly and in combination. To this end we have performed a
systematic study of the effect of amino acids and small peptide oligomers on silica formation from aqueous
solution. Silicas produced from a potassium silicon catecholate salt at ca pH 7 in the presence of the amino acids
(Gly, Arg, Asn, Gin, Glx, Ser, Thr, Tyr, Pro, Ala, Lys) at a 2 Si : 1 amino acid molar ratio have shown that these
amino acids affect the kinetics of small oligomer formation, the growth of aggregate structures and the
morphology and surface properties of the silicas produced. The effects seen during the early stages of oligomer
formation carry through to the properties of the particles and aggregates produced after extended periods of
reaction. The behaviour of the amino acids relates to the pI and hydrophobicity of the individual amino acids.
The presence of the nitrogen containing amino acids generates larger particles and the presence of amino acids
containing hydroxyl and hydrophobic groups generates silicas with smaller particles than are produced for silicas
produced in the absence of amino acids. An extensive study of the effect of the number of lysine and glycine units
per peptide was also performed (for lysine, 1-5 and ca. 150 and for glycine, 1,4,5). Increasing the number of
glycine units per additive molecule had little effect on the kinetics, aggregation, sample morphology, surface area
and porosity of the silicas produced. A distinct relationship between the number of lysine units per additive
molecule and an increased rate of oligomer formation, aggregate growth and a reduction in silica surface area and
broadening of pore sizes was observed. A distinct change over in behaviour, particularly in regard to the porosity
characteristics of the silica produced was noted for between (lys)3 and (lys)4 as well as this being the smallest size
of peptide that was incorporated into the siliceous material formed. Aggregation was observed to accelerate
exponentially over the full range of lysine oligomers used. Consecutive sequences of the same amino acid residues
were shown to produce effects much larger than the sum of the effects of the individual residues, and at extremes
mediate macroscopic morphological changes. The consequences of these findings for biosilicification are
discussed. It is clear that all amino acid functional groups in proteins that are accessible to silica during the stages
of formation from orthosilicic acid through to the final material have a role to play in determining the physical
nature and structure of the material that forms.

Introduction to develop novel silicon-based materials for potential application
in areas as diverse as photonics, catalysis and biotechnology

Scientists have been interested in biomineralisation for many including drug delivery.8 Biosilicas are formed in the presence of
years not only as a result of the sophistication that is achieved protein containing molecules with such molecules being isolated
in the form of the crystalline and amorphous biomineral from the biogenic silica of higher plants,'2"3 sponges14 and
structures but also because composition and growth are so diatoms.'1' 7 The proteinaceous materials have been proposed to
clearly regulated both spatially and temporally with minerals regulate biosilicification in vivo in their respective systems.
being produced under benign reaction conditions.! Further- In order to understand the role(s) of various biomolecules in
more, biominerals are extremely fine examples of organic- biosilicification, various in vivo and in vitro studies have been
inorganic hybrid materials where the properties of the two undertaken. In particular, bioextracts from Equisetwn telma-
phases when present together are more than the sum of their teia and Equisetun arvense plants have been studied.' 3,"8 Upon
parts with peculiar strengths, resistance to degredation etc. amino acid analysis of the protein extracts, it was revealed that
being achieved.2 These materials and new materials produced they contain relatively high amounts of proline and acidic
as a consequence of understanding the chemistry and biology residues (glutamic acid and aspartic acid) although it should
used to form them could have tremendous technological be noted that the analysis procedure was not able to distinguish
implication in the development of materials and biomaterials if the acids or their amide counterparts were originally present
with superior properties to those currently available. 3'4  in the extracted proteins. When studied for their interaction
Formation of ornate biosilica structures is of particular interest with silicic acid, the bioextracts were found to direct the"due to the peculiar physical and chemical nature of biosilica 7  formation of silica in model studies performed in vitro 8 13'18

The silicas so formed show control of particles sizes, aggrega- These bioextracts when present at 1% by weight of the
tion patterns and surface chemistry,- properties that are precipitatable silica (approximating to the living system),

Sdifficult to control during conventional syntheses. In addition, affected the kinetics of oligomer formation, reduced the
0

as the market for silicon-based materials is vast," it is impor- primary particle size of silica from 4 nm to less than 2 nm
tant to investigate the mechanisms underpinning the formation and led to some crystalline silica being produced from aqueous

0a of biosilicas as an understanding of the processes may help us solution at room temperature and pressure. Particular protein

Thisjournal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2004 2. 1 2231-
2 24,



kinetics (the formation of trimers from monomers and dimers), 30 oL se•i . t gkAffi
reversible first order kinetics (the addition or removal of 25 L thLor xt L pge
orthosilicic acid to/from trimers or larger oligomers) or L lcine -L Ilore
Ostwald ripening was the dominant reaction (with little .20 L •soragire Lt arglnim

SL tyrosine oL aWmeasurable change in the concentration of silicic acid being . oModel
detected) were obtained. For the period where apparent third
order kinetics were followed, a plot of 1I[Si(OH)4]

2 vs. time -- 10.

gave a straight line with the rate constant being obtained from 5. s x

the gradient of the plot. For the period where reversible first
order kinetics were followed a plot of ln(A - At vs. time gave a 0
straight line of slope (k+ + k-) where A is the concentration at The after acid a 0d000 120
any time and At the concentration of orthosilicic acid at
equilibrium (here taken as the value measured after 24 hours Fig. 1 Changes in orthosilicic acid concentration with time following

initiation of the reaction by pH reduction to 7.0 for a 30 mmol dmreaction). The separate rate constants for the forward and solution of K2[Si(Cat)3].2H 20 in the presence of 15 mmol dmn3 of
reverse reaction were obtained using the equilibrium constant selected amino acids.
K, which is the ratio of the forward and reverse rate constants
and is also the ratio of the oligomerised silica and the equili- Thermal gravimetrnc analysis
brium concentration of orthosilicic acid present in solution. 28

The organic material associated with the sedimentable silica
was detected by thermal gravimetric analysis. Analysis was

Photon correlation spectroscopy performed under nitrogen using a Stanton Redcroft TG 760
furnace, balance controller and LYTP temperature controllerSamples were also prepared for dynamic light scattering with a heating rate of 10 K min- 1 with data being sampled

analysis. Samples were taken from the orthosilicic acid con- every 30 seconds. Entrained organic content was calculated by
densation experiments immediately on pH adjustment (amino comparison of weight loss between 400 and 800 K relative to
acid study), or mixing (lysine oligomer study), and filtered the silica produced from the catecholate complex alone.
through a 200 nm membrane into a 1 cm polymethylmetha-
crylate cell. Aggregation of silica particles was then monitored
over a 40 hour period using a Coulter N4 plus photon correla-
tion spectrometer with a He-Ne (632.8 nm) laser supply. All Results
measurements were carried out at an angle of 90' and at 293 K. Solution chemistry
Measurements obtained were averages of the data collected
over intervals of 2 to 60 minutes, the time selected depending The residual undissociated complex for reactions performed in
on the rate of particle growth. Values of particle size are the presence of a 1 amino acid : 2 silicic acid molar ratio after
presented for comparative purposes and should not be taken as 24 hours reaction varied from 0.2-0.6 mmol dm- 3, corre-
absolute values and are here referred to as 'apparent' particle sponding to an initial orthosilicic acid concentration for the
size. condensation experiments of 29.4 to 29.8 mol dm- 3 (98-99%).

The pH of all solutions was in the range 6.8 + 0.2. Silicic acid
concentrations were monitored from 30 seconds after initiation

Scanning electron microscopy of the reaction (by lowering of pH or mixing) until 24 hours of
reaction had elapsed, Fig. 1 shows plots of silicic acid con-

For SEM studies, lyophilised samples were dispersed onto centration with time in the presence of amino acids. The data
double-sided sticky tape and mounted on aluminium stubs with for the blank model sample is shown for comparison. Table 1
the edges of the sticky tape being painted with quick drying lists the third order and apparent first order rate constants for
silver paint to prevent charging of the sample. All loose the reactions performed in the presence of the amino acids.
aggregates were removed by tapping the stub before the silica None of the experiments showed a dominant dimerisation
samples were gold coated with an argon plasma at 1.2 kV and phase where no loss in silicic acid with time was observed.
4 mbar pressure for 2 minutes using an Edwards S 150B sputter The region of 3rd order dominance occurred during the first
coater. Images were acquired using a JEOL JSM-840A 3 minutes of condensation for reaction with all the amino acids
scanning electron microscope with an accelerating voltage of studied. Increased rates of condensation were observed for
20 kV. Average particle sizes were calculated by measuring arginine, asparagine, lysine and glutamine and slower rates of
all distinct particles within 1 pmn2 areas and averaging. If this condensation, compared to the blank system for reactions
proved impossible particle sizes were measured over larger
areas of the obtained images. Table 1 3rd and 1st order rate constants for orthosilicic acid

condensation in the presence of selected amino acids

3rd k1 1st order Ist orderSurface area analysis Amino 10-6 mM-
2  condensation rate dissolution rateacid dinl6 

S- constant k+ls-' constant kls-1

Surface area measurements were obtained from 12-30 mg
quantities of precipitated silica obtained after 168 hours reac- Ser 0.97 0.001362 0.000238
tion. Single point measurements and full BET isotherms were Gin 1.56 0.001425 0.000275
obtained using a fully automated Micromeritics Tristar 3000 Thr 0.48 0.001062 0.000138
(Ineos Silicas, Warrington). Samples were degassed at 403 K Pro 1.18 0.001237 0.000163
for a minimum of 16 hours before analysis at liquid nitrogen Gly 0.84 0.001452 0.000248

Lys 1.62 0.001451 0.000249temperatures. The specific surface area was obtained via the Asn 1.60 0.001446 0.000254
BET method 30 where nitrogen is assumed to have a cross- Arg 2.04 0.001163 0.000237
sectional area of 0.16 nm2. Pore size distributions were Tyr 1.30 0.001318 0.000183
calculated by the application of BJH theory 31 to the desorption Ala 0.89 0.001225 0.000175
branch of the isotherms as all samples showed similar Glu 0.605 0.00129 0.00021
adsorption/desorption behaviour. Blank 1.30 0.001201 0.000199

A4• a.; re rl C-- e 004142
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Fig. 5 Maximum growth rate of the structures as measured by photon sence of selected amino acids.

correlation spectroscopy in relation to the isoelectric points of the side
chain functional groups of selected amino acids. The line shows the L-lysine to penta L-lysine but not for reactions carried out in the
trend only. presence of the monomer or for the control reaction. Glycine

oligomers showed little change in the aggregation rate (1.5-
• " 2.6 nm 3 min-'), boundary times were all -1500 min and no

o o *• *o oo subsequent contraction was observed (data not presented).
S4o000

Residual organic material in sedimented silica

*,oResidual organic material entrained within the sedimentable
7000 - ,I'I0•,;0.0000."I•,.* ;. . silica (not removed on washing with distilled water) was deter-

. a , - -mined as the weight lost during thermogravimetric analysis
1000 " A AAO AAAAAAAAA ,,AAAA over the temperature range 400-800 K after subtraction of the

0 • 0o underlying loss of weight through silanol condensation over the
0 000

0 s00 1000 1 2,00 2500 same range (i.e. for the blank system), Fig. 8 and 9. This
Tim after addMon ofaddhrin temperature range corresponded to the thermal decomposition

m A £* 1 .-,• of organic compounds and resulted in the loss of CO2, H 20,
A X Q Y ), NH 3 and some short chain volatile rearrangement products. In

the experiments carried out under nitrogen, darkening of
Fig. 6 Photo correlation spectra obtained from 30 mmol 1-1 solutions samples was observed, which may indicate the possibility of the
of K2[Si(Cat)3]'2H20 in the presence of (lys), where the total
concentration of the lysine functional groups is 15 mmol 1- over a presence of residual organic matter.
period of 40 hours reaction. For silicas condensed in the presence of amino acids, only

materials prepared in the presence of L-tyrosine showed a

For all systems a growth boundary was observed where there significant weight loss over the temperature region highlighted.

was an increased scatter in the data which was also marked by a This was thought to be due to its low water solubility rather
decrease or cessation in the aggregation growth. The shortest than its incorporation into the silica matrix.

times for this boundary were observed for L-arginine and The L-lysine homopeptides showed increasing incorporation

L-lysine (1000 and 1300 min respectively), for all others the time with increasing chain length with 9% penta L-lysine retained
was between 1500 and 1600 min. The rates and boundary times and 18% poly L-lysine retention, Fig. 10. Glycine oligomers by

were found to be largely in line with the pI of the amino acids comparison showed little organic componant in the silica

and was shown to be most significant where the amino acid side produced-the maximum found was - 0.5% in pentaglycine

chains were expected to be charged at the pH of the experi- (data not presented).

ments, Fig. 5.
For precipitation experiments performed in the presence Gas adsorption analysis

of L-lysine homopeptides, aggregation rates were dramati- Silica samples produced in the presence of amino acids gave
cally increased with lysine units from 3.3 nm3 min- 1 to 103 x type IV isotherms with H2 hysteresis typical of micro/
106 nm 3 min-' for the range mono to penta L-lysine, Fig. 6, 7. mesoporous materials. Surface area analysis by the BET
Apparent maximum particle size increased from mono to penta method gave values between 538 and 730 m 2 g91 . A correlation
L-lysine from 1800 nm to 5900 nm, Fig. 7. The boundary times between surface area and side chain hydrophobicity was
decreased with increased L-lysine number from 1640-40 minutes
and were followed by a period of contraction observed for di 35
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Fig. 7 Maximum growth rate and maximum apparent particle size for Fig. 9 Thermogravimetric analysis of silicas produced in the presence
silica aggregating in the presence of lysine oligomers. of (lys),.



Fig. 15 Scanning electron micrographs of silicas produced in the presence of selected amino acids. A. arginine, B. asparagine, C. glutamic acid,
D. glycine, E. glutaamine, F. alanine, G. lysine, H. blank. Scale bars represent I jim (inserts 10 gin).

in silica formation, it is clear that all the nitrogen-containing the presence of lysine oligomers are presented in Fig. 17. The
amino acids investigated have an effect on the aggregation of formation of distinct silica particles/aggregates was observed in
silica particles. In order to investigate this phenomenon in the presence of lysine oligomers. The average particle sizes of
detail and to explore the mechanism of the interaction, we silica particles formed using di-lysine, tri-lysine, tetra-lysine,
further studied the effect of one specific amino acid (lysine) and penta-lysine and poly-lysine where the concentration of side
its oligomers on silicification. Silica formation was carried chain functionalities was kept constant were respectively 108,
out in the presence of di-, tri-, tetra-, penta- and poly-lysine 139, 85, 109, 122 and 467 nm. Comparatively larger particles
samples. The representative SEM data of silica synthesized in were formed when poly-lysine was used as an additive. It

J,.1, Mr er. Chem., 200 4, 1¶4, 2 231- -.221



Fig. 17 Scanning electron micrographs of silicas produced in the presence of(lys),. A. (lys) 2, B. (lys) 3, C. (lys) 4, D. (lys)s, E.and F. poly-lysine. Scale
bars represent 1 min for A-D, F and 10 pim for insert in A, E.

the presence of lysine and arginine homopeptides was by the presence of the basic amino acid side chains. This effect
reported.22 These solutions were allowed to condense for was much more prominent for the aggregation of silica in the
10 minutes prior to introduction of the peptides so would be presence of the L-lysine homopeptides and suggests that these
expected to contain a significant population of silica oligomers. can cause bridging between particles similar to that described
In this study amino acids and lysine homopeptides were added previously (refs. 22, 29 p. 386, 33a). The importance of the basic
to a rapidly dissociating complex providing supersaturated side chain on these homopeptides was demonstrated by the
monomeric silicic acid. The condensation rates in the early failure of L-glycine homopeptides to produce any effect. The
stages were found to be enhanced only moderately by com- increased apparent particle size observed with increased
parison (approximate doubling of the 3rd order rate constant peptide chain length suggests that this bridging effect is
observed with (lys) 5). Co-addition of poly lysine and acid to the strong enough to produce extended structures in solution but
complex resulted in no observed immediate loss of molybdate that they are too weak to survive the isolation process demon-
active species, any precipitate formed was attributed to the strated by the absence of similar large scale structural changes
formation of a cation exchanged poly lysine silicon catecholate observed by SEM.
complex with lower solubility than the potassium analogue. The 'boundaries' observed in the PCS data are thought
The indication was therefore that immediate silica precipitation to occur at the stage where a continuous network of silica
previously reported was due to oligomer aggregation.22  aggregates forms throughout the sample. The size fluctuations

Aggregation rates of the condensing silica observed by photon observed beyond this point are, we believe, due to struc-
correlation spectroscopy showed increases for L-arginine and tural inhomogeneities within this network. The subsequent
L-lysine. Although below neutral pH silica particles become less general decrease in aggregate size in the systems involving
charged and tend to aggregate there is nonetheless a noticeable lysine homopeptides could be a consequence of the bridg-
effect suggesting that residual surface charges are neutralised ing effect resulting in continued inter-particle silanol

J.Marer. Chern'.,2004, 1 4,22 3 1- 2 4



have a role to play in determining the physical nature 8 C. C. Perry and T. Keeling-Tucker, J. Biol. Inorg. Chem., 2000,5,
and structure of the material that forms. We believe that in 537.
biosilicification, amino acids may have a similar role to play 9 C. C. Perry, J. Moss and R. J. P. Williams, Proc. R Soc. London,

1990, B241, 47.in vivo. The combination of their effects in (bio)silicification 10 C. C. Perry, Rev. Mineral. Geochem., 2003, 54, 291.
and their intra- and inter-molecular 'arrangements' in vivo may 11 T. Kendall, Industrial Minerals, March 2000, pp. 49.
be key features to controlling biosilicification. 12 C. C. Harrison (now Perry), Phytochemistry, 1996, 41, 37.

13 C. C. Perry and T. Keeling-Tucker, Colloid Polym. ScL, 2003, 281,
652.

Conclusions 14 K. Shimizu, J. Cha, G. D. Stucky and D. E. Morse, Proc. Natl.
Acad ScL USA, 1998, 95, 6234.

The purpose of this study was to understand the role of 15 R. E. Hecky, K. Mopper, P. Kilham and E. T. Degens, Marine
biomolecules in biosilicification via individual and oligomeric Biol., 1973, 19, 323.
amino acid effects on in vitro silicification. The main findings 16 D. M. Swift and A. P. Wheeler, J. Phycol., 1992, 28, 202.
are presented in Table 3. 17 N. Kroger, S. Lorenz, E. Brunner and M. Sumper, Science, 2002,

Individual amino acids variously reduced or accelerated the 298, 584.
early kinetics of condensation and aggregation and produced 18 C. C. Perry and T. Keeling-Tucker, Chem. Commun., 1998, 2587.

19 N. Poulsen, M. Sumper and N. Kroger, Proc. Natl. Acad Scl
silicas with surface areas which varied according to the USA, 2003, 100, 12075.
isoelectric point of the amino acid. Introduction of (lys), 20 J. N. Cha, K. Shimizu, Y. Zhou, S. C. Christiansen, B. F. Chmelka,
produced a slightly increased enhancement of the early kinetics G. D. Stucky and D. E. Morse, Proc. Nato Acad Sci. USA, 1999,
but dramatically increased aggregation rates as silica con- 96, 361.
densation progressed, suggesting that aggregation may be a 21 L. Sudheendra and A. R. Raju, Mater. Res. Bull., 2002, 37, 151.
major influence on biosilica formation. Surface areas of the 22 T. Coradin, 0. Durupthy and J. Livage, Langmuir, 2002, 18,2331.
silicas were affected by the amino acids according to their 23 T. Coradin, C. Roux and J. Livage, J. Mater. Chent, 2002, 12,
hydrophobicities and a degree of control over both suface area, 1242.
average pore size and size dispersity were exerted by the 24 S. V. Patwardhan and S. J. Clarson, Silicon Chem, 2002, 1(3), 207.
addition of lysine homopeptides of varying lengths. Effects 25 J. N. Cha, G. D. Stucky, D. E. Morse and T. J. Deming, Nature,
on the morphologies of the silicas was observed even with 2000, 403, 289.
individual amino acids, and with nitrogen containing amino 26 T. Coradin and J. Livage, Colloids Surf. B, 2001, 21, 329.
acids producing granular materials. 27 T. Mizutani, H. Nagose, N. Fujiwara and H. Ogoshi, Bull. Chem

Soc. Jpn., 1998, 71, 2017.
28 C. C. Harrison (now Perry) and N. Loton, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday
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A systematic model study on the role(s) of putrescine formation of trimers from monomer and dimer were found to
homologues on silicification is presented and it is proposed increase by ca two fold for the DA2 system and ca. 2.5 times for

that electrostatic forces between additive and silicic acid, and the longer chain diamines when compared with the blank (with no
the hydrophobic behaviour of the additives are both important trend observed over these samples); Fig. la. Increases in the

in silicification. third order rate constants were found to be statistically
significant, exceeding two standard deviations calculated using

In nature, several classes of biosilicifying organisms process soluble four 'blank'data-sets. The next stage of the reactions involves the
silicon to generate hierarchically organised ornate biogenic silica reversible addition of orthosilicic acid to already formed oligomers
structures under mild conditions of pH and temperature and exert and showed less variation for the silicas prepared in the presence of

precise control in shaping biosilica.' In contrast, current synthetic diamines (Fig. la). Previous work on silicic acid condensation in
procedures typically employ relatively harsh conditions for the the presence of Group 1 cations has shown a rate dependency
preparation of silicas and exhibit relatively poor morphological related to the size of the hydration sphere of the cations.7 Here the

control.2 In order to gain insights into biosilicification, several cationic species and concentration were constant and only the
studies have been carried out on biosilicifying organisms wherein hydrophobic portion of the additive varied as the chain length of

organic biomolecules have been isolated and identified (reviewed in the diamine increased. The increase in trimerisation rate can be
ref. 3). These bioextracts control in vitro silicification via catalysis, explained by the formation of a clathrate cage-like water structure
aggregation and/or scaffolding.4  around the nonpolar surfaces of the alkyldiamines. The cage-like

In this model study on bioinspired silica, we have chosen to structure may tie up some of the free water molecules (Le. those

investigate the roles of simple amines---putrescine homologues-- not associated with ion hydration shells)8 resulting in higher

on silicification [1,2-diaminoethane (DA2), 1,4-diaminobutane or reactant (silicic acid) concentrations in the bulk aqueous environ-

putrescine (DA4), 1,6-diaminohexane (DA6), 1,8-diaminooctane ment and also a possible reduction in the hydration shells around

(DA8) and 1,10-diaminodecane (DA10)]. Although several the anionic silica species. Under these conditions, reactions

biomimetic analogues possessing amine functionalities, including involving anions, such as the condensation of a silicate anion

aminoalkanes, have been investigated for their roles in silica with a neutral silicate species, would be expected to show an

synthesis in vitro, 5 the current study is the first extensive report on increase in rate as observed for condensation reactions performed

the use of low molecular weight alkyldiamines in bioinspired
silicification. We also provide an insight into the processes a 30 b a Blank

occurring during the transformation of monomers to oligomers 25 250D A A

to useful material. The silica precursor used was a water soluble § 2.0- 000 vD

silicon complex-dipotassium silicon triscatecholatet-which 5 is-15W , 0D10

rapidly liberates orthosilicic acid at neutral pH unlike alkoxysilane 1 .0 1000t,

precursors that produce a mixture of pre-condensed polysilicic acid .05-- - e 500

and we are therefore able to monitor the condensation of "true" o 2 4 6 8 10 0 1000 2000 3000

monosilicic add.6 Throughout this study, the silicon to amine Canch length rmTn

molar ratio was kept constant at one. C d - ..0 M t1o
During silicic add polymerisation, orthosilicic acid initially oo 180 & ]loom0 VD •A6 oo -a....O 8

polymerises to yield dimers and trimers that will eventually lead to -E 15o o DMA -0 80

the formation of stable nuclei. A colorimectric molybdic acid assay e F 10l20 1

was used to monitor the kinetics of silica polymerisation. The rates f40
of trimerisation (a third order reaction with respect to monomer -0 Gel rake

conentration; rate onstant kc3) and further oligomerisation (a first - 0o _______________0 2 4 6 8 10 0 10 2b 30 40 80
order reversible reaction; rate constants kc1, k-) were monitored by Carbo chain egth rime /mi
this silicomolybdate blue assay.6"7 The rate constants for the
_________________bleassy._6,_Theateonstatsfothe Fig. I (a) Effect of diamine chain length on trimerisation and

t Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Experimental oligomerisation reactions. (b) Particle growth with time, and (c) relative

methods and additional data from SEM, TEM, gas adsorption, TGA and growth rate and gel time as a function of diamine chain length. (d)
FTIR analyses. See httpJ/www.rsc.org/suppdataleclb51b504310g/ Comparison of particle aggregation with the free silicic acid as functions of
*Carole.Perry@ntu.ac.uk time.
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SBlank promote silica aggregation, the latter contributing greatly to the

structure and physical properties of the silicas generated. The

electrostatic forces between the amine end-groups of the diamines

and the silica oligomers are important in regulating silicification.
This study has, however, shown that the hydrophobic behaviour

exhibited by diamines on silica formation is in direct relation to the
carbon chain length. The hydrophobic effect is a fundamental

iii .. factor regulating in vivo processes, such as protein folding and
VZ-5 protein-substrate interactions. The stability and hence the

function of proteins, for example, is altered by the presence of
iv sA •solute due to the rearrangement of water molecules. This effect is

particularly enhanced when the solutes added are hydrophobic in

Sd nature. In the study described here, the addition of diamines to the
11• reaction medium alters the water structure around silicic acid by

the hydrophobic effect, thus changing the stability of silicic acid,
modifying condensation and aging, and generating siliceous

A 'materials that differ greatly in their physical properties. Fig. 4
shows schematically the proposed effects of the n-alkyldiamines on

T-6 "irthe condensation of silicic acid and subsequent particle aggregation
modes together with the effects of the diamines on the 'ordering' of

water in the vicinity of the reactive species. It is thus thought that

A G _ _ ,the results presented herein on controlled silica formation using
alkyldiamines may help understand the role(s) such organic

o 1,4 amine : 1,8 Doamine 2oA molecules (functionalities) may play in (bio)silicification. Current
research is directed towards understanding the effects of amines

pa d"amnnes ndmod found widely in vivo on silica formation in vitro and will be• O ~ t c~ ll c • • a n d0 w a t e r z o n e

salvation sphere reported in due course.
The authors would like to thank Ineos Chemicals, the American

silica particles dnIn micall•l ,and Air Force and the European Union for funding of this project
and double layer modifiod water zone
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Nova3200e surface area and pore size analyser. Samples were first degassed overnight at

150'C under vacuum. Surface areas were then determined via the BET methodS5 where

nitrogen is assumed to have a cross-sectional area of 0.16 nm2, over the range of relative

pressures 0.05 - 0.3 at which the monolayer is assumed to assemble. Pore radii were

determined by the BJH methodS6 using the desorption branch of the isotherm. This

method assumes cylindrical pores. Isotherms obtained were typical of type IV with

hysteresis loops characteristic of cylindrical pores with possibly some partial closure at

the open ends. The entrapped organic material in silica was determined by

thermogravimetric analysis under nitrogen as the weight loss between temperatures 500-

800 K not attributable to silanol condensation.

SL. D. Belton, G. Paine, S. V. Patwardhan, C. C. Perry, J. Mater. Chem., 2004, 14, 2231.
S2. C. C. Harrison, N. Loton, J. Chem Soc. Faraday Trans., 1995, 91, 4287.
S3. N. Kroger, S. Lorenz, E. Brunner, M. Sumper, Science, 2002, 298, 584.
S4. M. R. Knecht, D. W. Wright, Langmuir, 2004,20,4728.
S5. S. Brunauer, P. H. Emmett, E. Teller, J Am. Chem. Soc., 1938, 60, 309.
S6. E. P. Barrett, L. G. Joyner, P. P. Halenda, J Am. Chem. Soc., 1951, 73, 373.
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(c) Surface area analysis of diamine-mediated silica at varying time. (tgei ' and 7
days sample data is replotted from Figure 2a for comparison)
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(d) Pore size analysis of diamine-mediated silica as a function of time.
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Figure S2. Thermogravimetric analysis of silica samples.
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Figure S4. Representative FTIR data obtained from silica with and without diamines.
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A. CRGDI5mer+R5
MASMTGGQQM GRGSCRGDrS GRGGLGGQGA GAAAAAGGAG QGGYGGLGSQ GTSGRGGLGG 60

QGAGAAAAAG GAGQGGYGGL GSQGTSGRGG LGGQGAGAAA AAGGAGQGGY GGLGSQGTSG 120
RGGLGGQGAG AAAAAGGAGQ GGYGGLGSQG TSGRGGLGGQ GAGAAAAAGG AGOGGYGGLG 180

SQGTSGRGGL GGQGAGAAAA AGGAGQGGYG GLGSQGTSGR GGLGGQGAGA AAAAGGAGQG 240
GYGGLGSQGT SGRGGLGGQG AGAAAAAGGA GQGGYGGLGS QGTSGRGGLG GQGAGAAAAA 300
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1 formation of crystalline silica during silica formation under ambient conditions in vitro.5,' 6 Analysis

2 of amino acids composition of the proteinaceous component suggested the presence of beta-sheet

3 forming residues which were thought to interact in the early stages of silicification by providing a

4 molecular template.

5

6 Morse and coworkers reported that the silicatein a protein extracted from a sponge (Tethya aurantia)

7 silica spicules catalyses the hydrolysis of the alkoxide group present in the tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, a

8 silica precursor), which aids silica formation. Silicatein a was shown to share high structural

9 homology with Cathepsin L, a human hydrolytic enzyme. 7 It was proposed that the catalytic effect

10 exhibited by silicatein a was due to the activity of the serine-26 and histidine-165 side chains that

11 occupy positions corresponding to the catalytic sites in cathepsin L.8'9 It was suggested that hydrogen

12 bonding between the serine-26 hydroxyl group and imidazole nitrogen of the histidine-165 residue

13 aids nucleophilic attack on the silicon centre generating a C-O-Si covalent bonded intermediate,

14 addition of water completes the hydrolysis of tetraethylorthosilicate.8,' 9 Silicatein a was found to

15 contain distinct hydroxyl-containing amino acid domains, (not present in Cathepsin L) which were

16 hypothesised to act as templates for silica formation.

17

18 Kroger et al. isolated three protein families called frustulins, pleuralins, and silaffins and species

19 specific long chain polyamines (LCPA) from purified diatom cell walls.' 0 Publications so far have

20 indicated that frustulins are a family of calcium binding glycoproteins which do not seem to be

21 involved with the silica forming process but are associated with the cell wall.1' Pleuralins are tightly

22 associated with the frustule and specifically with the terminal gridle bands of the theca.12 Silaffins

23 and LCPA have been shown to facilitate silicification in vitro. Interestingly the silaffin proteins

Hydroxyl containing biomolecules in (bio)silicification
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1 where no Si-O-C bonds were observed and at that time lead to the conclusion that interactions

2 between the organic matrix and the mineral phase may be non-covalent.' 9

3

4 It is commonly believed that hydroxyl-rich biomolecules interact with (poly)silicic acids and regulate

5 biosilicification. There is evidence to suggest that the interaction between silicon species and

6 molecules containing hydroxyl functionality could be either covalent or non-bonded. However, it is

7 quite clear from the literature reviewed above that the roles of hydroxyl functionalised biomolecules

8 and their biomimetic analogues in silica formation are not fully understood. Here we investigate the

9 role of two proteins rich in hydroxyl containing amino acids, native sericin extracted from Bombyx

10 mori and a sericin precursor in the formation of silica in vitro. Furthermore, we investigate the role of

11 hydroxyl containing "small" model molecules in silica formation to study the interactions between

12 silicon species and hydroxyl functionalised species, if any.

13

14 Experimental

15 Materials

16 Dipotassium tris (1,2-benzene-diolato-O, 0,) silicate (97% Aldrich) was used as the precursor of

17 orthosilicic acid. Ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate (ACROS 99%) and concentrated hydrochloric

18 acid (37% Fisher Scientific) were used to make the molybdic acid solution. Solutions containing

19 oxalic acid (99% Fisher Scientific), sodium sulphite (BHL), 4-methylaminophenolsulphate (ACROS

20 99%) and sulfuric acid (98% Fisher Scientific) were used to reduce the yellow silicomolybdic acid

21 complex to a blue silicomolybdous acid complex. The alkanediols used in the model studies; 1,2

22 Ethanediol 99% was purchased from BDH, 1,3 Propanediol 98% was purchased from ACROS, 1,4

23 Butanediol 99%, 1,5 Pentanediol 96%, 1,6 Hexanediol 99% and 1,7 Heptanediol 95% were purchased

Hydroxyl containing biomolecules in (bio)silicification
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1 alkanediols were typically added into the model reaction at 15mM (Si:OH 1:1 i.e. 100%), 30mM

2 (Si:OH 1:2 i.e. 200%), 60mM (Si:OH 1:4 i.e. 400%) and 150mM (Si:OH 1:10 i.e. 1000%). It should

3 be noted that the precursor for orthosilicic acid, (dipotassium tris (1,2-benzene-diolato-O, 0,) silicate)

4 generates three molar equivalents of catechol which is itself a diol (Si:OH ratio 1:6). The effect of

5 catechol on the condensation of orthosilicic acid has been normalised throughout all the experiments

6 by comparison of data against a blank condensing system where no additional hydroxyl containing

7 molecules has been added.

8

9 Kinetic studies were carried out using a colorimetric method where 10 jtl aliquots of the condensing

10 system were placed into a molybdic acid solution at ca. pH 1, which is know to quench the reaction.

11 The molybdic acid solution complexes with orthosilicic acid including that generated from the rapid

12 dissociation of dimeric silicon containing species. The solution was then reduced to give a blue

13 coloured silicomolybdous acid complex, which was measured at 810 nm using a Unicam UV2 UV-

14 VIS spectrometer and the corresponding orthosilicic acid concentration calculated using a linear

15 calibration curve.20

16

17 The particle formation, growth and aggregation behaviour of the condensing system was measured

18 using PCS. In each case, samples were transferred into a 1 cm polymethylmethacrylate cell and

19 allowed to condense over a 24 hour period while particle formation, growth and aggregation was

20 monitored by Coulter N4 Plus Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS) with He-Ne 632.8 nm laser.

21 Silica was isolated from the condensing system after 24 and 168 hours reaction by centrifugation,

22 washing three times with deionised water and lyophilised for further analysis.

23

Hydroxyl containing biomolecules in (bio)silicification
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1 presence of sericin proteins showed that the sericin proteins exhibited no significant catalytic effect on

2 the formation of trimers (k3rd) at any of the concentrations studied (Figure la). In addition, no

3 statistically significant effects were observed on the oligomerisation process (k+ and k_), Figure la.

4 There was no evidence for the stabilisation of orthosilicic acid at equilibrium for any of the

5 concentrations of sericin proteins studied (reflected from the values of k_ in Figure la).

6

a 200- E k31d

• -*'180- E k+
S160o :E k .
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4) 80;
>
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S20-
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1 were found to aggregate in solution as evidenced from PCS data shown in Figure lb for selected

2 examples. For the blank silica sample, particle formation is apparent after ca. one hour of reaction.

3 For the samples with protein added to the reaction medium, the initial protein aggregates were found

4 to dissociate once silica particles started to form (i.e. after lh reaction time), Figure lb. Thereafter

5 the rate of particle growth and aggregation was found to be similar to the blank system. It should be

6 noted that no precipitation was observed even after 20 hours of reaction. The dissociation of the

7 sericin protein aggregates over 1-3 hour period of reaction suggests only weak intramolecular

8 interactions between protein molecules and silicate species, and therefore it seems unlikely that

9 sericin is acting as a template for silica formation. After seven days of reaction time, silica samples

10 were precipitated, washed with water and lyophilised for nitrogen adsorption analysis. The data

11 obtained from nitrogen adsorption on silica samples prepared in the presence of sericin proteins is

12 presented in Figure 1c. The presence of sericin proteins even at 10% did not have any statistically

13 significant effects on surface area and porosity of silicas generated when compared with the blank

14 system.

15

16 The results obtained from sericin-silica polymerisation experiments are in striking contrast with the

17 effects of other biomolecules studied in the past, e.g. R5, silaffins, cationic recombinant proteins,

18 polylysines, polyarginine, polyhistidine, lysozyme, etc.2 4' 25 Although, these biomolecules and sericin

19 proteins are capable of hydrogen bonding, the main difference is that the former are highly

20 cationically charged under experimental conditions (i.e. pH 7). This enables silicon species and

21 protonated amino groups to interact electrostatically, often promoting aggregation and sometimes

22 catalysing condensation reactions. Hydroxyl functionalised size chains and do not interact

23 electrostatically with silica molecules. Instead, hydrogen bonding can occur between the lone pair on

Hydroxyl containing biomolecules in (bio)silicification
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stages of silica polymerisation studied. Figure 2a shows the kinetic results obtained for the

2 alkanediols at a silicon to hydroxyl ratio of one.

3
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1 in solution. 1,2 ethanediol is miscible in water and hence the hydrophobic effect is not observed.

2 Instead 1,2 ethanediol is incorporated into the bulk water structure. Increasing the hydrophobicity of

3 the alkanediol at this concentration may create micelles which could be favourable due to reduced

4 solubility of longer carbon chain alkanediols. We investigated the possible formation of micelles in

5 alkanediols at Si:OH 1:4 using PCS. Figure 3a shows the formation of structure assumed to be

6 micelles in alkanediols of increasing carbon chain length. It can be seen that 1,2 ethanediol and 1,3

7 propanediol do not form any structures in water (determined by the low counts rate). With increasing

8 carbon chain length in 1,4 and 1,5 the alkanediol molecules become more hydrophobic creating

9 unstable domains of molecules (not thought to be micelles due to instability) and micellar structures

10 for 1,6 hexanediol and 1,7 heptanediol. Similarly, we investigated the formation of micelles in the

11 model system in the absence of silicon, which contains KCI and catechol Figure 3a. The results

12 show no statistical change in the structures formed in the presence of the alkanediols of carbon chain

13 length 2-5 similar to that observed in water (no salts). But formation micelles in 1,6 hexanediol and

14 1,7 heptanediol.

Hydroxyl containing biomolecules in (bio)silicification
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1 The formation of micelles could effectively make orthosilicic acid more reactive due to the

2 hydrophobic effect, 26 seen as an increase in the rate of formation of trimers. Further increase in

3 alkanediol concentartion are expected to show no further increases as once the critical micelle

4 concentration is reached further increases will have little effect. Where the alkanediol remains

5 miscible with water(l, 2 ethanediol and 1,3 propanediol), hydrogen bonds can form with orthosilicic

6 acid reactive as seen from a reduction in k3rd (Figure 2b). This was also confirmed in the case of 1,2

7 ethanediol where it was found that an increase in diol concentration (Si:OH ratio from 1:4 to 1:10)

8 showed further reduction in relative k3rd rate constant 0.77 to 0.64. Particle growth monitored using

9 PCS in the presence of alkanediols at different Si : OH ratios revealed no significant effect, however

10 in the alkanediols where micelles are formed (1,6 hexanediol and 1,7 heptanediol), an initial

11 aggregate size is observed similar to the structure observed in the micelle study (Figure 3b). These

12 aggregates were found to dissociate from 100 to 375 minutes as silica particles form and thereafter the

13 aggregation rate was found to be similar to the blank. Interestingly a similar behaviour was observed

14 for sericin (Figure 1b), providing further evidence that hydrogen bonding alone is not strong enough

15 to act as a template for silica formation.

16

17 The materials produced from the use of alkanediols were characterised by SEM, TGA and gas

18 adsorption. SEM micrographs shown in Figure 4 show a small increase in granularity with

19 increasing carbon chain length. The particle size roughly increased with increasing carbon chain

20 length. Particle sizes for a given alkanediol decreased from 24h isolated silica to 7 day isolated silica

21 due to Ostwald ripening (data not shown). Thermal gravimetric analysis showed that the alkanediols

22 were not retained within the silica even at Si:OH ratio of 1:10. Gas adsorption measurement showed

Hydroxyl containing biomolecules in (bio)silicification
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1 Conclusion

2 The role of both hydroxyl functionalised biomolecules and alkanediols on silica formation have been

3 systematically investigated in vitro. The results indicate that in aqueous systems the effect of

4 hydroxyl-containing additives is negligible and dependent on the molar ratio of silicon: hydroxyl

5 groups. The evidence presented above leads us to believe that Si-O-C bonds are unlikely to form but

6 further work, including NMR analysis, is required to support this hypothesis. If covalent bonds

7 between silicon and hydroxyl functionalised additives were formed, one would expect to observe

8 significant changes in the rate of condensation of orthosilicic acid as well as changes in the

9 morphology and structure of the silica produced together with entrapment of the additives in the silica

10 formed. However, the data presented herein suggests that there is negligible effect of hydroxyl-

11 containing additives on silica formation, which is contrary to what has commonly been thought.

12

13 Supp. Info: Kinetic data from 1:2, 1:4 and 1:10 Si:OH ratio.
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Resolution of complex monosaccharide mixtures from plant cell wall isolates by

high pH anion exchange chromatography.

To be submitted to J. Chromatography A. H.A. Currie and C.C. Perry

Introduction

The plant cell wall is a highly complex three dimensional network of

interwoven polysaccharide chains embedded in a gel matrix of galacturonic acid rich

polysaccharides connected by calcium bridges. This network also contains many

structural proteins and glycoproteins combined with and partially cross linked by

phenolic substances (Chrispeels 1999; Fry 1988). As a result of this intricate structure,

the identification and quantification of the individual components can be both

problematic and time consuming.

The use of high pH anion exchange chromatography coupled with pulsed

amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD) has been used for a number of years for the

detection and quantification of both mono and oligosaccharides. The use of this

technique is advantageous due to the high levels of detection possible (down to

picomolar levels). Also, it allows the determination of intact monosaccharides without

pre or post column derivatisation, decreasing the time of analysis and eliminating a

decrease in recovery due to incomplete derivatisation (Hardy et al 1988; Lee 1990;

Gama et al 2004). The separated mono or oligosaccharides are therefore recoverable

for further examination, vital when sample size is restricted. The use of this technique

for the analysis of plant monosaccharide composition has been examined by a number

of researchers with varied success largely due to the complexity of the material.

Several groups (Martens and Frankenberger 1991 and Samuelson et al 1999)

have proposed separate methods for the separation of neutral and charged



this increased to incorporate 125mM sodium acetate in 200mM sodium hydroxide to

elute galacturonic acid. D-glucosamine and glucuronic acid were not investigated. A

post column injection of 300mM sodium hydroxide was used to aid detection. The

separation of the individual monosaccharides was not shown and therefore it is not

possible to comment on the accuracy of this method.

This paper describes the optimisation of the separation of ten monosaccharides

from plants by comparing two column types CarboPac PAlO and the newest column

the PA20. The advantages and disadvantages of each column are discussed with the

optimum methods for each column described.
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internal standard which is significantly broadened in comparison to the other traces.

This was found to be a result of deterioration of the column with use. The column was

regenerated with the use of strong acid before being re-equilibrated but this result was

not permanent and the deterioration of resolution was an ongoing problem with this

particular column. A further reduction in the concentration of sodium hydroxide used,

as shown in Figure IC did greatly improve the separation to baseline of most of the

monosaccharides, however galactose is apparent only as a shoulder on the

glucosamine peak but this is clearly an improvement on the first method where the

two peaks were indistinguishable. It was found that a combination of method C with

method A giving an increase from the isocratic 1.5mM up to 4.5mM between 45 and

60 minutes (Figure ID) along with a decrease in flow rate, resulted in a clear

differentiation between the individual neutral monosaccharides of the plant cell wall.

Separation of charged uronic acids from the plant cell wall using the PA1O

column.

In addition to the neutral sugars, galacturonic and glucuronic acids are also

present in the plant cell wall. The charge of these two monosaccharides results in a

greater affinity to the column and therefore an increase in eluent strength is required

to liberate them from the column. Method E, which utilised a rapid increase in sodium

hydroxide solution to 150mM, was first tested for its ability to release these charged

sugars, Figure 1E. However, the increased level of sodium hydroxide was insufficient

to liberate the sugars from the column. This indicated that the use of a "pusher" would

be required and a solution of sodium acetate was employed for this purpose with an

increasing gradient from 3-45mM over the course of 35 minutes after the neutral

monosaccharides had been released. This method resulted in the clear release of the

uronic acids from the column in the order D-galacturonic acid followed by D-
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Figure 1. Optimisation of the separation of monosaccharides on the CarboPac PAlO.
Methods A-D were developed for the separation of the neutral monosaccharides and E-F
demonstrate the separation of the charged uronic acids. The monosaccharides are indicated as
follows 1) fucose 2) 2 deoxy D-galactose 3) arabinose 4) rhamnose 5) galactose 6)
glucosamine 7) glucose 8) xylose 9) mannose 10) galacturonic acid 11) glucuronic acid.



Separation of monosaccharides from the plant cell wall using the PA20 column.

The use of the CarboPac PA 20 column was also examined with separations

obtained shown in Figure 2. The initial elution conditions tested again utilised the low

level isocratic sodium hydroxide concentration 1.5mM to separate the neutral

monosaccharides (Figure 2A). From this trace it is possible to observe a clear baseline

to baseline separation for most of the monosaccharides with the exception of D-

galactose and D-glucosamine which co elute and with galactose present as a shoulder

on the glucosamine peak. The charged uronic acids are clearly resolved by the

increasing sodium acetate gradient indicating that no changes in sodium acetate

concentrations were required for their separation. The repeatability of this method was

again examined and is shown in table 5. The use of a 1.5mM sodium hydroxide

isocratic solution is the lowest level suitable for monosaccharide analysis with a pH of

11.9, PAD detection with gold electrodes is most suited to pH>12 (Dionex technical

note 20). As this low concentration method was not wholly suitable for the separation

of galactose and glucosamine it was necessary to investigate higher sodium hydroxide

gradients.

An increase in sodium hydroxide concentration to 4.5mM did start to show a

slight separation of galactose and glucosamine at a retention time of 10 minutes, but

now the increase in charge due to the higher sodium hydroxide concentration lead to

glucosamine starting to elute slightly earlier than galactose with a small degree of

peak splitting (Figure 2B). However, this alteration of sodium hydroxide

concentration also resulted in the co-elution of L-arabinose and L-rhamnose. The time

between the D-xylose and D-mannose peaks is also significantly reduced. Further

increase of the sodium hydroxide concentration to 6mM (Figure 2C) again

demonstrated the co-elution of L-arabinose and L-rhamnose and there is a reduction
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Discussion

The separation of the complex mixture of monosaccharides found in the plant

cell wall presents researchers with a challenging chromatographic problem. The

separation of monosaccharides by use of high pH anion chromatography with pulsed

amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD) is a valuable technique for the separation,

identification and quantification of monosaccharides. Small quantities, down to

picomole level can be observed using this technique and derivatisation of the

monosaccharides is not required as in mass spectrometry and gas chromatography

allowing their recovery after separation (Hardy et al 1988). HPAEC-PAD allows for

the differentiation of monosaccharides which are chemically very similar and their

quantification by relation to the PAD response. Separation is achieved through the

exploitation of the weakly acidic nature of monosaccharide hydroxyl groups at high

pH (>12). The monosaccharides can then be resolved as oxyanions utilising the slight

variations in the pKa values of the monosaccharides (Lee 1990).

The PAlO column was capable of achieving of a full separation of the

monosaccharides examined but did have several disadvantages. The run was

prohibitively long with the final time being 130 minutes after cleaning and

regeneration due to the low flow rate required. Also as observed in Figure IF there

was a vast difference in the scale required to examine the neutral monosaccharides

and the uronic acids making quick comparison of different samples very time

consuming. The durability of the column was also brought into question as the quality

of the early eluting peaks deteriorated with increased usage. This can be observed by

the broadening of the internal standard peak and its poor resolution from fucose

shown in figure lB.
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Condensation of silicic acid in the presence of amine modified dextran (DEAE-

dextran).

The presence of tertiary and quaternary amines in diatom biosilica has been shown by

Sumper et all, but their activity in the biosilicification process and whether they act in

isolation ,or as a component of the larger silaffin peptides is not clear. These amine

species are polycationic electrolytes under most biologically neutral conditions and as

such, these species are known to be able to stabilise or destabilise lyophobic sols in

aqueous media2'3. A number of studies of silica condensation in the presence of

polyelectrolytes have been carried out4'5 resulting mainly in the formation of

aggregated spheres (although Sumper et al produced a stabilised sol using a

polyallylamine/TMOS system as a precursor to the formation of diatom like silica

structure). In all of these previous studies however the backbone of the

polyelectrolyte was hydrocarbon which would tend to induce aggregate/micelle

formation in aqueous medium through the hydrophobic effect and effectively form

high localised amine concentrations on to which silica particles can aggregate or into

which monosilicic acid can condense. In silaffins the amine side chain species are

separated by non cationic amino acids which have a much greater hydrophilicity than

the hydrocarbon backbone of the synthetic polyelectrolytes resulting in a more

disperse separation of amine functionality. The use of silaffins in silicification studies

however is limited through their prohibitive cost so a cheaper naturally based

hydrophilic polyelectrolyte was sourced.

A commercially available amine modified dextran, DEAE-dextran, which contains

tertiary and quaternary amines was selected as a biologically inspired polyelectrolyte

for the study of the effects of a hydrophilic polycation on the condensation of silica.
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Addition of hydroxide ions sequentially deprotonated the amine groups and the

inflection points indicated the complete removal of protons from each of the amine

group types. The data showed that the single isolated tertiary amine group was fully

deprotonated at pH 9.5, the tandem tertiary amine at pH 6.3 and that the quaternary

amine remained protonated at pH 11. The aqueous solution behaviour of the modified

dextran was then explored by photon correlation spectroscopy over this range of pH

values:
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Figure 3. Observed particle size (PCS) dependence on pH.

The amine concentration was maintained at 30mMdm-3 and the pH adjusted by the

addition of 0.1M KOH. The apparent polymer solution diameter was observed to

increase at increasing pH i.e. with decreasing charge. This is a typical polyelectrolyte

phenomenon as the molecules tend to aggregate as surface charge is reduced. Above

pH 11 the hydroxyl groups on the dextran glucose units are expected to begin to

deprotonate to give anionic surface charge and the molecules begin to disaggregate as

indicated by the observed reduction in particle size. However some of these effects

may be due to the change in ionic strength of the solution. In order to assess the

significance of ionic strength on the solution characteristics of the polymer

measurements were conducted where the ionic strength was manipulated by the

addition of potassium chloride. The concentration of the polymer was again held at

30 mMdm-3 with respect to the amine concentration and the ionic strength adjusted

from 0 to 1.0 molkg"' with no pH adjustment (i.e. the DEAE-dextran should be fully

charged).
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Figure 5 Observed particle size dependence with DEAE-dextran concentration.

Model silica condensation in the presence of DEAE-dextran.

30mMdm-3 monosilicic acid solutions were prepared in the presence of equimolar

amine concentrations supplied by DEAE at pH's over a range of 5.6 to 7.2. The rate

of disappearance of monosilicic acid was monitored by the molybdenum blue method

and the early stage 3 rd order rate constants determined for a range of pH values and
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Figure 6. 3"d order rate constants obtained for 30mMdm-3 condensing monosilicic acid solutions

in the presence (filled diamonds) and absence (open squares) of DEAE-dextran.



corresponding kinetic data showed that normal rates of condensation were observed

and that the monosilicic acid fully condensed to non molybdenum active species as

observed for the model blank. The presence of stable small oligomeric silicate species

in the condensed solutions could not be confirmed by 29SiNMR spectroscopy

suggesting that the solution species were amorphous in nature and therefore the

probability was that the monosilicic acid had condensed to primary particles which

had then been stabilised as a sol by the polyelectrolytic DEAE-dextran.

Samples which had been allowed to condense and mature for 4 days were freeze dried

and then re-dissolved to the same concentration in deionised water. Particle analysis

was then conducted by multi angle photon correlation spectroscopy and the results

before and after freeze drying compared.
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Figure 8. Multi angle photon correlation spectroscopy of DEAE-dextran stabilised silica sol

before and after freeze drying.

The results obtained (figure 8) showed that although the reconstituted DEAE-

dextran/silica solution was still unchanged in appearance to the naked eye compared

to that before freeze drying there had been some associations during the process

which resulted in a more disperse or anisotropic set of solution species. However no

attempt to dis-aggregate the material had been made during re-dissolution so the

irreversibility of the changes brought about by removal of the aqueous phase were not

assessed.



In the case of SEM the material was deposited on a sticky carbon patch and coated

with gold using an argon plasma. The samples for TEM were re-dispersed in ethanol

and formvar coated copper grids dipped in and dried.

The morphological structure observed (figure 9) is thought to be due to phase

separation during the freeze drying process followed by melting and evaporative

oxidation of the DEAE-dextran during the heat treatment and the intact structure

indicates that the stabilised silica particles have relatively active surfaces to generate

this rigidity between the primary particles observed by TEM.

Other morphological features observed (figure 10) showed long fibrillar motifs, sheets

with pores and also granular motifs.

Figure 10. Scanning electron micrographs of other morphological features found scale bars a)

and b) 201rm c) 51tm

As an extension to this work increasing levels of silica were condensed in the

presence of the modified dextran to ascertain what level of silica can be stabilised and

what the influence of silica concentration on morphology was. The level of the

monosilicic acid precursor was increased by 2, 4 and 8 fold and the condensation

process was allowed to proceed for 7 days. After this time the samples all appeared

transparent to the naked eye. The siliceous material was isolated by dialysis, freeze

drying and heat treatment as before and then observed by electron microscopy.

It was found that the modified dextran could stabilise a condensing concentration of

monosilicic acid equivilant to 4 times its amine concentration. At higher

concentrations the silica was observed to form a loosely held gel more usual with this

model condensing system in the absence of additives.



and would explain their absence at lower monosilicic acid concentrations where the

net composite charge would be higher.
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Figure 12. Electron micrographs. a) SEM of heat treated material from dialysis of 400%

experiment b) SEM of non re-hydrated dialysis membrane (both scale bars 20jim) c) TEM of

heat treated material from dialysis of 400% experiment (scale bar 500nm). Inserts show SAED

spectra of membranous area (i) and holes (ii).

Summary.

Deae-dextran was shown by photon correlation spectroscopy to exhibit typical

polyelectrolte properties. Its inclusion into a model silica condensing system showed

it to have little or no effect on the condensation mechanism but was able to stabilise or

destabilise the emerging sol depending on concentration ratios. Morphologies of the

silica isolated from the sols suggested phase separation effects and these

morphologies were influenced by silica to amine ratio.
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The effect of bioinspired additives on the dissolution of silica in an
undersaturated system (Graham Tilburey)

In the development of new silica based materials much focus has been placed on
biological organisms and biosilicification, where remarkable nano-pattemed materials
are produced in a genetically controlled manner. Biosilicas are inorganic-organic
hybrid materials. The organic phase has been isolated from several biological
systems; higher plants, sponges and diatoms. Glycoproteins have been extracted from
Equisetum telmateia,' silicatein, a central protein filament has been extracted from
sponge spicules (Tethya aurantia).2 Several classes of biomolecules have been
isolated from silicified diatom cell walls including silaffins3 and long chain
polyamines.4 The four classes of biomolecules have been investigated for their effect
on silica formation in vitro, where crystalline silica, silica rods and silica spheres of
specific diameters were produced, respectively. The silica precursor used to study
silica formation in vitro in the presence of biomolecules from diatoms was
tetramethoxysilane (TMOS), for silicatein from sponges, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS)
and glycoproteins from Equisetum arvense, dipotassium tris(1,2 benzene-diolate-
0, O)silicate. This makes comparison of the activity of the biomolecules difficult,
especially when in some experimental systems the silica precursor, (TMOS and
TEOS) is not a single species and therefore the species available to interact with the
biomolecules is largely unknown.

Bioinspired additives have been investigated since the identification of key chemical
features for silica formation. Amino acids,5-8 small amine containing molecules (less
than 1 kDa)5'6, 9-13 and polyelectrolytes have all been investigated. Structural control
has been observed where spheres of a desired diameter can be formed usually using
TMOS as the precursor. Common amine functionality exists between the additives
that have exhibited a significant effect on the formation of silica. The role of
additives in silica formation has been comprehensively reviewed recently, where the
effects of additives on silica formation are elegantly characterised into three
categories; additives can (1): catalyse condensation reactions, (2): influence
aggregation and/or (3): act as scaffolds for silica formation.' 4 Belton et al. have
proposed that the hydrophobic effect, a mechanism involving the rearrangement of
bulk water around reactive species is key to explaining subtle differences in the rate of
condensation and aggregation for silica condensation reactions performed in the
presence of diaminoalkanes and the electrostatic effect is key to explaining highly
significant effects on the rate of aggregation of silica particles. 0 Kroger and Sumper
have proposed a mechanism for the condensation of silicic acid molecules in the
presence of propyleneamines, which centres around hydrogen bonds being formed
between an unprotonated amine group and silicic acid.' 5 Belton et al. proposed a
mechanism for silica formation involving electrostatic interactions between a
hydroxyl group situated at a silica particle surface and an unprotonated amine group,
thereby catalysing condensation through a Sn2 mechanism. The silica precursors
used in in vitro studies vary greatly from an ethylenegylcol modified silane (tetra(2-
hydroxyethyl)orthosilicate), alkoxysilanes (TEOS) and (TMOS)), sodium silicate
and dipotassium tris(1,2 benzene-diolate-0,O)silicate, each having their advantages
and disadvantages in use. To our mind, the main advantage of using dipotassium
tris(1,2 benzene-diolate-0,O)silicate as primarily used throughout this study, is that a
pure solution of orthosilicic acid is liberated upon dissociation of the complex. We
believe this is crucial to gain a complete understanding of the interactions between



Initial experiments to compare the effect of bioinspired additives were all conducted
on silicic acid containing solutions that were diluted after 60 minutes of reaction. The
additives studied were; Poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH, mw 15000), Poly-L-
lysine (PLL, mw 22100) , Polythylenimine (PEI, mw 25000), 1,10 diaminoalkane
97% (1,10 DA), Diethylenetriamine 99% (DETA), triethylenetetraamine 97%
(TETA), Tetraethylenepentaamine 98% (TEPA) Pentaethylenehexamine (PEHA),
Dipropylenetriamine (N3) and tetrapropylenepenataamine (N5). The additives were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, except N3 and N5 which were synthesised and
characterised in house. 13 The ratio of Si:N was set at 1:6. The experimental procedure
involved an initial dilution of the 30mM solution to 2mM followed by an immediate
dilution to 1mM with a solution containing the chosen additive at the required
concentration. The molybdenum blue method was used to monitor the dissolution of
the silica species in solution as previously described.

A study of pre-condensed silica solutions following dilution to 1mM silica in the
presence of PEHA.
The effect of PEHA at a ratio of 1Si:6N on pre-condensed silica systems was also
studied. Condensation times were 3, 5, 7, 15, 60 and 160 minutes prior to dilution.
The concentration of silicic acid was monitored immediately after dilution and
thereafter using the molybdenum blue method previously described.

As the precipitation of silica could not be monitored by photon correlation
spectroscopy, due to a poor detector response, an alternative qualitative approach was
undertaken, whereby the total amount of silica remaining in solution was measured.
Upon mixing of the additive solution and precondensed silica solution, 2ml portions
of the resulting solution were pipetted into 2.5ml eppendorf tubes and left to stand.
At predetermined reaction times, samples were centrifuged for 2 minutes at 15000
r.p.m. in a Sanyo micro centaur and 0.5ml of the supernatant pipetted into lml of 2M
NaOH and the samples heated for 1 hour in a water bath at 800C, allowed to cool
before 200[d of the NaOH digested silica solution was taken and added to 16.5ml of
the molybdic acid solution so that the total amount of silicic acid present in the
supematant could be measured.

Results and Discussion.

Undersaturated Solution Studies
The additives chosen are all known for their ability to accelerate silica formation from
aqueous solution' 0' 12, 13, 16, 17 and were inserted into a lmM solution of silicic acid.
Silicic acid concentrations were measured for ca. 24 hours using the molybdenum
blue method. Over a 24 hour period the concentration of silicic acid remained
constant irrespective of the additive added and the ratio of Si:N used, Figure 1.



o The molybdenum blue method cannot differentiate between monomeric and
dimeric species; therefore any initial condensation observed by this method
must arise from the formation of trimers. The choice of a pre-reaction time of
three minutes was chosen to represent a period of maximum concentration of
these species.

o The formation of small oligomers dominates after 3 minutes and ends around
10 minutes, when the arbitrary distinction between oligomers and particles is
usually made. The time point 7 minutes was selected as a mid point during
this process and was used to investigate the stability of oligomers in a lmM
silica system.

o Particles are first observed by PCS after 60 minutes and this determined the
selection of the 60 minute condensing time.

o The 5 and 15 minute condensing times were selected to investigate other
species that might exist between these known milestones.

o The time point 160 minutes was selected to investigate the stability of larger
particles.

Figure 2a shows dissolution -curves for the different pre-condensation times
commensurate with the different species present in the samples. Analysis of the initial
rates of dissolution of the samples after different periods of pre-condensation, Figure
2b shows that the initial rate of dissolution of silica species varies with the initial
reactant species in a non-systematic manner. The initial rate of dissolution is
representative of the stability and population of species present in solution. The data
suggest that the stability of the silica species reaches a minimum after 5-7 minutes
where the initial rate of dissolution is fastest. Interestingly, Figure 2b shows an initial
decrease in particle stability, suggesting trimers are more stable than oligomers and
larger oligomers are less stable than smaller ones. As the condensation time is
increased still further, an increase in stability is observed as the silica species increase
in size (PCS data not shown). The dissolution curve for 3 minutes appears to show a
different profile when compared to the profile of 7-15 minutes. This suggests that the
population of small olioginers at 3 minutes is small, if present at all and the
dissolution rate approximates more closely to a single species in solution than at any
of the other condensation times studied.



the chosen bioinspired additives on pre-condensed silica systems that had been
allowed to react for 60 minutes before diluting to 1mM. The choice of time was
predicated by our studies that have shown that presence of the bioinspired additives
dramatically increases the rates of silica condensation/ aggregation as assessed by
PCS. At the chosen reaction time, the reaction system contains both particles and
molybdate detectable silicic acid with the measured particle size being ca. <lnm
(measured by PCS) and the free silicic acid concentration being ca. 6mM.

Figure 3(a) shows the dissolution of silica species in the presence of ethyleneamines
of increasing chain length.
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Figure 4. (a) - The relative rate of dissolution of pre-condensed silica systems in the presence and
absence of PEHA, (b) Left; FTIR spectra, middle; assignment of main bands, right SEM of the
precipitate isolated after 60 minutes in the presence of PEHA (pre-condensing time 60 minutes
followed by dilution to 1mM in the presence of PEHA with a precipitate being recovered after a period
of 60 minutes further reaction).

Figure 4 shows that prior to a stable particle being formed (Dave Belton PhD thesis)
the presence of PEHA in the sample solution destabilises the silica species, as
evidenced by an increase in the initial rate of dissolution. When the pre-condensation
time was increased to 7 minutes and more, precipitation was observed. We
hypothesise that at this and later pre-condensation times the first sufficiently
negatively charged silica species are present in solution. The introduction of a
cationically charged species to the solution enables electrostatic interactions to occur
between PEHA and the charged silica species, leading to the formation of larger
entities that precipitate out. The ability of PEHA to bridge between particles thus
promoting aggregation and precipitation is also seen as a reduction in the initial rate
of dissolution, Figure 4. This effect was observed to be most prominent for samples
with a fairly short pre-condensation time, as after 15 minutes of pre-condensation, the
presence of PEHA appeared to destabilise the silica species in solution as evidenced
by an increase in the initial rate of dissolution. The reason behind this observation is
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Biochemical Studies of Plant Cell Walls from Equisetum arvense: Towards an
understanding of 'Si' (in some form) interactions with the plant cell wail.
H.A. Currie

Methods
Treatment of Plant materials

Equisetum arvense was collected and freeze dried within 24 hours of collection before
milling into a fine powder.

* Cell wall extraction from Equisetum arvense

The plant cell wall was extracted using ice cold ethanol to extract low molecular weight
sugars, amino acids, organic acids and many inorganic salts associated with the surface of
the plant.
The milled dried plant tissue (20g) was added to 70% ice cold ethanol (200ml) and vortexed
and cooled to 00C at least five times. The mixture was then stirred at 00C for 5 hours before
filtration under vacuum. The insoluble residue was then washed with further aliquots
(totalling 11) of 70% ethanol. The insoluble material could then be dried for storage or used
for further extraction.

* Extraction of Pectic polysaccharides

The extraction of some pectic polysaccharides was carried out using the aqueous chelating
agent CDTA.

Alcohol insoluble residue was stirred in a 50mM solution of CDTA pH 7.0 at room
temperature for 16 hours. The insoluble material was removed by centrifugation and
extracted again by this method. The supernatant was retained and dialysed using 3,500MW
cut off membrane for the removal of the CDTA. After dialysis, (to a conductivity < 1 PS) the
CDTA soluble extract was freeze dried prior to further examination. This process was then
repeated with the insoluble material to generate a second extract.

Extraction of less soluble pectins and hemicelluloses

The extraction of the hemicelluloses and less soluble pectins is accomplished with the use of
alkali after treatment with a chelating agent. However, due to the possibility of alkaline
degradation of polysaccharides this extraction is carried out in the presence of the strong
reducing agent Sodium borohydride which can partially suppress the degradation.

The CDTA insoluble material was extracted further with a mixture of 50mM sodium
carbonate and 20mM sodium borohydride. This suspension was stirred for 16 hours at
40C.and the soluble extract removed by centrifuigation and the supematant collected and
dialysed using 3,500MW cut off membrane to a conductivity < 1 S. A second extraction
with alkali and sodium borohydride was achieved by repetition of this process with the
insoluble material. Once dialysed, the extracts were freeze dried before further examination.

Colorimetric assays for carbohydrate determination
o Anthrone Assay for hexose content



carried out by the method detailed in Fry (1988). To 10mg of extract, lml of 0.MM sodium
hydroxide was added, sealed and incubated in the dark for 1 hour at 25°C. After incubation
0.1ml of 2M trifluoroacetic acid was added followed by lml of ethyl acetate (butan-l-ol
could also be used) the vessel was sealed and vigorously mixed before centrifugation for 10
minutes at 2,500g. The organic phase was removed and retained. To the lower aqueous phase
a further iml of ethyl acetate was added and the centrifugation repeated. The organic phase
was again removed and combined with the previous organic layer before the addition of lml
of 0.01M trifluoroacetic acid. The ethyl acetate was then removed under vacuum and the
released phenolics re-dissolved in acetone before separation by thin layer chromatography.

The hydrolysed phenolics were spotted onto silica gel thin layer chromatography
plates along with the phenolic standards cinnamic acid, coumaric acid, ferulic acid and
sinapic acid. The samples and standards were then run in the dark with a mobile phase
consisting of a 9:1 ratio of toluene: acetic acid. The Rf values obtained from the samples
were calculated and compared to the Rf values of standard phenolic species to determine the
identity of the phenolics from the standards.

* The Fractionation of the CDTA extracts

Separation of the pectin extracts released from the cell wall by treatment with CDTA was
carried out using the method of Redgewell and Selvendran (1986)
A suspension of the CDTA extract was suspended in 50ml of distilled water at 40C overnight
then stirred for 2 hours at room temperature in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 6.5.
The suspension was then pumped at a rate of 0.8ml/minute onto a column of the ion
exchange resin DEAE-Trisacryl equilibrated with 0.05M phosphate buffer. The column was
then eluted with

* 200ml of 0.05M phosphate buffer (pH6.5),
• 200ml of 0.05M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing 0.125M Sodium chloride,
* 200ml of 0.05M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing 0.25M Sodium chloride,
* 200ml of 0.05M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing 0.5M Sodium chloride,
* 200ml of 0.05M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing IM Sodium chloride.

While eluting, 10ml fractions were taken for analysis for the protein content and the
carbohydrate content (described later).
Once all eluents had passed through the column, the resin was cleaned by washing with
200ml of 0.05M phosphate buffer with 2M sodium chloride.

* The fractionation of the hemicellulose extracts

Separation of the hemicellulose extracts was carried out using the method of Konno et al
(2002) utilising the ion exchange resin DEAE Sepharose CL-6B. The extract was stirred in
20mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5) and this buffer was also used to equilibrate the column.
Once the sample was loaded onto the column, it was then eluted with

* 200ml of 0.02M phosphate buffer (pH6.5),
* 200ml of 0.02M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing 0.125M Sodium chloride,
* 200ml of 0.02M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing 0.25M Sodium chloride,
* 200ml of 0.02M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing 0.5M Sodium chloride,
* 200ml of 0.02M phosphate buffer (pH6.5) containing IM Sodium chloride

Again while eluting 10m] fractions were taken for analysis for both protein and carbohydrate
content.



The gel was poured into the assembled gel mould to 1 2 comb depths from the top edge of
the plate sandwich then overlaid with water saturated butanol to exclude air and ensure a flat
surface. Polymerisation was allowed to occur at room temperature for approximately 45
minutes. The butanol was removed and the surface of the gel washed with electrode buffer.
The stacking gel was then prepared for pouring on top of the resolving gel.

Stacking gel was prepared with
lml 40% acrylamide stock
2.5ml 0.5M Tris buffer pH 6.8
100gtl 10% (w/v) Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate
6.4ml distilled water

For Polymerisation
20gl N,NN',N'-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED)
50gd Ammonium persulphate (APS) 10% (w/v)

The comb was positioned in the gel mould apparatus at a 450 degree angle and the stacking
gel mix was carefully added to the top of the resolving gel. The comb was lowered into the
stacking gel to form individual wells, taking care to avoid the introduction of any bubbles.
The gels were fixed into the electrode tank and the inner and outer gel reservoirs filled with
electrode buffer.

Tris-Glycine electrode buffer was prepared with
3.1 g Tris base
14.4g glycine
Ig Sodium dodecyl sulphate
pH to 8.3 made up to 11.

The prepared samples were applied to the wells and the tank was connected to the power
pack and run at a constant current of 100 volts for approximately 1 hour until the tracking
dye was approximately 0.5cm from the bottom of the gel.

Once the run was complete the gel could be stained using coomassie blue or silver staining.

o Coomassie brilliant blue G staining

Staining of gels with Coomassie brilliant blue G was carried out by submerging and gently
agitating the gel in a staining solution consisting of 25% (v/v) ethanol, 10% (v/v) acetic acid
and 0.25% (w/v) Coomassie brilliant blue G. The gels were stained for a minimum of 1 hour,
but could be held in this state for longer provided there was no evaporation of the staining
solution which could lead to the gel drying.
Proteins present on the gel on the gel are stained dark blue but were not observed due to
background staining of the whole gel. De-staining of the gel was achieved by submerging
and gently agitating the gel in a de staining solution of 25% (v/v) ethanol and 10% (v/v)
acetic acid.



Results

* Cell Wall extracts

Plant cell wall extracts were prepared as per the methods section with the first extracts from
CDTA being referred to as C1 and the second CDTA extracts as C2. The Sodium
carbonate/sodium borohydride extracts are referred to as NI and N2 respectively.
Repeats of extracts are preceded by A,B,C etc.

These extracts were analysed for carbohydrate content initially by colorimetric assay.

o Anthrone assay for the detection of hexose sugars

A standard concentration calibration was used to determine the quantity of six carbon hexose
and deoxyhexose sugars. The quantities of the hexose sugars per mg of sample are shown in
Figure 1. The results of this assay quantify the levels of hexose sugars which include D-
glucose, D-galactose, D-mannose and also the deoxy hexoses, L-rhamnose and L-fucose.
However, the limitation of this detection method is that the individual sugars levels cannot
be quantified. This will be examined using high pH anion chromatography and the initial
work has already been carried out (see accompanying paper "Resolution of the complex
monosaccharide mixtures from plant cell wall isolates by high pH anion exchange
chromatography").

700

600

500

•) 400
E

x 300X

9200 -

100

SB C B A B C D E

C1 C2 N1 N2

Extract

Figure 1. The results of colorimetric assays for the determination of hexose sugars. Results
given as a mean value as all assays carried out in duplicate or triplicate standard deviation
given where triplicate results were obtained.
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Figure 3. Results of the m-hydroxybiphenyl assay for uronic acid content. Mean values of
repeats are plotted and standard deviation given for triplicate samples.
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Figure 4. The determination of phenolic content using Folin and Ciocalteu's reagent.



Extract Percentage Polymerised
protein Silica

ACI 8.72% 0.85 tg/mg

di peptide acidic
11% 18%

•basic

2%

hydrophobic
33%

Dpolar

36%

Figure 6. The amino acid composition of the first CDTA extract from separation A.

The CDTA soluble extracts were separated on the basis of charge and size by anion
exchange chromatography on DEAE Trisacryl resin with phosphate buffer and an increasing
sodium chloride concentration. Fractions of 1 Omls each were collected and tested for protein
and the fractionation of this AC I extract is shown in Figure 7. From this figure it is possible
to observe 2 clear protein containing groups between fractions 0-20 (a) and 70-85 (b). These
groups were pooled and dialysed before freeze drying.

0.25-

0.2

E
CC 0.15

S0.1 b

0.05-

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Fraction Number

Figure 7. The protein content of fractions after anion exchange of sample ACI and the peaks
analysed.

Determination of an approximate molecular weight by running samples AC 1 a and AC lb on
SDS-PAGE was not possible as no bands were resolved, most likely due to a protein content
too low to be detected by coomassie or silver staining. Analysis of the protein content of
each peak was carried out and the results are shown in Figure 8.
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0.25

0.2

E
S0.15

a b

*~0.1-

0.05

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

fraction number

Figure 10. The protein content of fractions after anion exchange of extract AC2 no material
was recovered after dialysis of the broad peak c.

The first and second protein extracts were analysed for amino acid composition and the
results are shown Figure 11. From here it can be observed that fraction b has a more acidic
charge while fraction a is slightly more basic. However, the greatest difference in
composition is the very low amount of dipeptides found in fraction b. The dipeptides
analysed by this technique are glycine-proline and proline-hydroxyproline. The presence of
both these dipeptides can be indicative of an alpha helical structure which occurs from the
repeating triplet glycine-proline-hydroxyproline. This could suggest a difference in
secondary structure between the two proteins isolated.

Extract Percentage
protein

C 70 AC2a 33.4%
o60 AC2b 11.5%

CO, 50E5 40
0

o 30

20 -

CL0 1

acidic basic polar hydrophobic dipeptides

amino acid characteristic

*MAC2a EAC2b

Figure 11. A comparison of the characteristics of the amino acids found by gas
chromatography in the fractions after separation by anion exchange chromatography.

The structures of the plant cell wall which remained after extraction with CDTA were
isolated by the use of a sodium carbonate/ sodium borohydride solution; the material
obtained was then separated by anion exchange chromatography on Sepharose CL-6B. The
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209kDa

124kDa Di peptides
1% Acdic

8OkDa
49.lkDa 

Basic

Hydrophobic 2
55%

34.8kDa Po19%

28.9kDa

Extract Percentage Polymerised

20.6kDa Pooled fractions Protein Silica
ANla 8.9% 10.7jag/mg

Figure 13. The analysis of the fraction ANla after anion exchange chromatography by SDS-
PAGE and gas chromatography for amino acid composition.
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0.5-
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-0.5

fraction number
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Figure 14. Protein and carbohydrate analysis of extract AN2.
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the sample size. From this figure it is possible to observe that the fraction containing the
greatest amount of silica is retained longest on the column but does not show any correlation
either amount of protein or with protein of increasing or decreasing charge.

Extract Percentage Silica
protein

-60 BCla 4.6% 3.5ptg/mg
o BClb 19% ND

,w50-o0 BC 1 c 24% 1 .9 g/mg

cL40 -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"0 BCld 14% 11.6jg/mg
0o 30

S20
C

e10

" 0 ... r. =

Acidic Basic Polar Hydrophobic Di peptides

amino acid characteristic

*MBCla aBClb OSBCc OBCId

Figure 17. The amino acid and silica composition of extract BC1 after anion exchange
chromatography. (ND=Not Determined due to sample limitations).

The extract BC2 was also fractionated by anion exchange chromatography and the protein
and carbohydrate measured by spectroscopy and assay respectively. The results of this
separation are shown in Figure 18 and this again shows obvious peaks between fractions 3-
14 (A), 25-40 (B), 46-55 (C) and 65-80 (D). This is similar to the previous second CDTA
extract, AC2, with the exception of the second peak(fractions 25-40) which was absent from
separation A. This may be a result of the improved protein detection at the wavelength
214nm over the previous detection used at 280nm which detects the aromatic amino acids.
The individual peaks were pooled and dialysed before investigation of the amino acid
composition by gas chromatography. The quantity of polymerised silica was also examined
by ICP analysis and all these results are shown in Figure 18.

3-

2.5

1.5 -
2 k_ 18----

0

0.5

0

-0.5 2T40 6 80100

fraction number

- Protein -3-Carbohydrate

Figure 18. Protein and carbohydrate analysis of the second extract by CDTA, separation B.
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again predominantly hydrophobic. Silica measurements for these fractions are still to be
examined.

4.5

4-

3.5- d
3 e

2.5- b -*- Protein

-2 2
0-U-- Carbohydrate

<1.

a

0.5 -

0 -AM

50 100 150 200 250-0.5

Fraction number

Figure 21. Protein and carbohydrate analysis after anion exchange chromatography of extract
BN1.

Extract Protein
content

BNla 29.5%
70C6 BNlb 28.8%
60 6

o 50 BNlc 9.8%
E 404 BNld 4.1%

o 30
0 20 BNle 23.1%

102' 10-

acidic basic polar hydrophobic dipeptides

amino acid characteristic

*BNIA m BNIB oBNIC oBNID m BN1E

Figure 22. Analysis of the different protein components after anion exchange
chromatography of the sodium carbonate/sodium borohydride extract.

The fractionation of the BN1 extract was again carried out by anion exchange
chromatography on DEAE Sepharose CL-6B and the individual fractions were analysed for
carbohydrate by assay and protein by UV spectroscopy at 214nm. The results of this
separation are shown in Figure 23 from which it is possible to observe the peaks which were
further examined, fraction 20-25 (A), 40-52(B), 53-57(C), 58-67(D), 68-79(E), 83-104(F),

10



A third separation, C has also been fractionated with the first and second CDTA extracts
were fractionated by anion exchange chromatography using DEAE Trisacryl resin. Each
collected fraction was then analysed by assay for carbohydrate and UV spectroscopy for
protein and the results of this are shown in Figure 25.

2.5

2-

h
1.5

• dd
-e 1 I
0

0.5- c

.0

-0.5,

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

fraction number

-U- carbohydrate - protein

Figure 25. Protein and carbohydrate analysis of extract CC I after anion exchange
chromatography.

The peaks were poled as follows into fractions 7-23(A), 41-60(B), 67-69(C), 73-78(D), 83-
91(E), 101-104(F), 109-115(G), 136-150(H). The first four fractions have been analysed by
gas chromatography for amino acid composition and protein content and the results are
shown in Figure 26.

Extract Protein
- 70 content

0
=60 CCla 21.5%
8o.5 0 CClb 24.1%
Eo 40 CCMc 49.4%

030- CC~d 7.5%
0

200

10

acidic basic polar hydrophobic di peptides

amino acid characteristics

MCCIa ECClb OCClc OCCld



the structural aspects of the carbohydrate moieties including additional linkage
information

The amino acid composition of the proteins present has been analysed. However, this
has not provided important information on the primary amino acid sequence. The
extracts would be analysed using proteomics to collect this information. It is also
hoped that I will be able to obtain new skills in molecular biology techniques to
obtain the genetic sequence coding for these proteins.

* Obtaining the genetic information of the proteins would enable the use of
bioinformatics to correlate the proteins studied with their tertiary/quatemary structure
and the functions of other similar identified proteins.
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APPENDIX-ITT: EXAMPLE ABSTRACTS OF PROJECT STUDENT
REPORTS

Allan Monoy (Foreign exchange student, final year project, summer 2004)
The Use of Molybdic Acid Assay for Detection of SiO2 and GeO 2

Abstract: Germanium and silicon are known to have some similar chemical
properties, like electronegativity or electronic configuration. It is also known that
germanium interferes in biosilicification. Knowing that it is possible now to
synthesise silica using a bio-inspired route, a similar way of synthesis has been
attempted. Dipotassium germanium triscatecholate has been used as precursor for
germanic acid and the compatibility of it with the molybdenum blue assay procedure
has been checked. NMR experiments and titration have been made in order to
determine the dissociation of the precursor. Synthesised samples have been
characterised by SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy), EDS (Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy), XRD (X-Ray Diffraction) and TGA (Thermal Gravimetric Analysis)

At the same time, an attempt to develop a process for accurately quantifying
the amount of precipitated silica has been tried. The main feature is to depolymerise
silica by using a boiling solution of NaOH. The resulting silicic acid reacts with
molybdic reagent leading to the formation of a yellow-coloured solution of which the
absorbance can be measured by a UV-spectrometer.

Gerard Pujol (Foreign exchange student, final year project, Jan-Jun 2004)
FTIR determination of diamines in silica.

Abstract: A single method has been developed for determination of diamines in silica
bulk using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR). The spectra of each diamine calibration
were obtained at a nominal resolution of 4 cm 1 from 4000 to 400 cm"1 accumulating
32 scans. The diamines that have been used, were 1,8-diaminooctane, 1,6-
diaminohexane, 1,10-diamiodecane and 1,10-diaminodecane HC1. The 1,8-; 1,6-
diamin and 1,1 0-diaminodecane HCI have exhibited a good linear calibration, with a
higher regression coefficient (R2) and good statistical characteristics to be used to
quantify, instead the 1,1 0-diaminodecane has exhibited a non-linear model and it has
been impossible the quantification with this calibration analysis. Using this analysis, it
is thus possible to measure diamine content in silica samples.

Juancho Ubiria Garcia-Anton (Foreign exchange student, final year project, 2004-5)
Analysis of diamines in silica by FTIR.

Abstract: The objective of work until now has been to confirm that if is possible to
carry out diamines quantification in silica by FTIR and the study of interaction of
silica with diamines. In order to do it I had to carry out the analysis of different
samples of diamines that I had to prepare, this diamines were: 1,2; 1,4; 1,6; 1,8; 1,10
diamines, and I made half of the samples with silica and half without silica. Analysing
this samples with FTIR and trying to do a calibration I should draw a conclusion
about the interaction silica-diamines furthermore, obviously, to quantify diamines.
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Abstract: Several studies have demonstrated the use of biomimetic approaches in the synthesis of a variety
of inorganic materials. Poly-L-lysine (PLL) promotes the precipitation of silica from a silicic acid solution

within minutes. The molecular weight of PLL was found to affect the morphology of the resulting silica

precipitate. Larger-molecular weight PLL produced hexagonal silica platelets, whereas spherical silica

particles were obtained using low-molecular weight PLL. Here we report on the polypeptide secondary-

structure transition that occurs during the silicification reaction. The formation of the hexagonal silica platelets

is attributed to the PLL helical chains that are formed in the presence of monosilicic acid and phosphate

ions. Hexagonal PLL crystals can also serve as templates in directing the growth of the silica in a manner
that generates a largely mesoporous silica phase that is oriented with respect to the protein crystal template.

Introduction ambient conditions.1,2 These studies have been extended to show

The synthesis of inorganic materials using biomimetic ap- that synthetic peptides and polyamines can also be used to mimic
proaches has become an important area of research. Biomimetic the biosilicification reactions that occur in living organisms.7 - 11

synthesi hs a potential route for the synthesis of inorganic Biomimetic approaches have some distinctive advantages over
materials under mild conditions, and numerous studies have the traditional sol-gel methods for the synthesis of silica. Most

already demonstrated the use of biotemplates in the synthesis importantly, the benign reaction conditions and the ability to

of inorganic materials.1- 6 In the biological world, the organic manipulate the (bio)template are key attributes that differentiate

matrix (proteins, carbohydrates) plays an important role in the biomimetic approaches from traditional chemical methods.12-16

synthesis and morphology of inorganic materials.1,2,5,6  The ability of organisms to carry out the biosilicification process

Proteins play an important role in synthesis of intricate silica i "one pot" has also led to the development of biomimetic

structures in marine organisms such as sponges and diatoms. strategies for the encapsulation of biomolecules and nano-

The silicatein' and silaffin2 proteins identified in marine sponges particles'IT- 9

and diatoms, respectively, are involved in the formation of the
elegant silica structures observed in these organisms. Further- (7) Coradin, T.; Durupthy, 0.; Livage, J. Langmuir 2002, 18, 2331-2336.

(8) Naik, R. R.; Brott, L. L.; Clarson, S. J.; Stone, M. 0. J. Nanosci.
more, the addition of silicatein or silaffin to a silicic acid Nanotechnol. 2002, 2, 95-100.
precursor solution in vitro results in the formation of silica under (9) Patwardhan, S. V.; Mukherjee, N.; Steinitz-Kannan, M.; Clarson, S. J. Chem.

Commun. 2003, 1122-1123.
(10) Knecht, M. R.; Wright, D. W. Langmuir 2005, 25, 2058-2061.

t Air Force Research Laboratory. (11) Coradin, T.; Livage, J. Colloids Surf B 2001, 21, 329-336.
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Figure 3. In situ circular dichroism spectra of PL~om2 in the presence of
180 200 220 240 260 silicic acid in sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.5 at t = 0 (dotted line), 0.5

mai (solid line), and 1 rai (blue line). (B) In situ CD spectra of PLLz0 in
Wavelength (nm) the presence of silicic acid at t = 0 (dotted line) and t = 1 mini (solid line).

Figure 2. Circular dichroism spectra of (A) PLL20 and (B3) PLLm2 in
sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.5 (dotted line) or pH 11.2 (solid line).

16
PLL previously described by Padden and co-workers 21'25 and
more recently by the Pochan and Deming groups using PLL20o 10
(chain length = 200).26,27 The formation of hexagonal PLL

066

crystals is suggested to occur due to the supramolecular •
assembly of ct-helical chains of PLL that assemble in the ," 0 -

U1 .5

presence of phosphate counterions. Supramolecular assembly i.
failed to occur in solutions when PLL was either in the random • '

coil or fl-sheet conformation.26  -10
The secondary structure of proteins is commonly determined

using circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. PLL can adopt three -16.
different secondary conformations depending on pH and tem--_______________perature.28 029 PLL adopts a random coil conformation at pH 7.0, 2s0 200 220 240 260
an ct-helical conformation at pH 11, and a fl-sheet structure after ~waoength (run)
heating to 52 °C.29 The CD spectra of the two PLL representa- Figure 4. In situ circular dichroism spectra of PLLrn in the absence (dotted
tive chain lengths used in this study at pH 7.5 and pH 11 are line) or in the presence (solid line) of silici acid in 10 mM Tris buffer pH

Wavelength__________ 7.5. (Inset) SEM micrograph of the silica precipitate obtained using PLLe
(25) Padden, F. J.; Keith, H. D. J. App!. Phys. 1965, 36. 2987-2995. in Tiis buffer.
(26) Cum, H.; Thompson, J.; Nowab, A. P.; Deming, T. J.; Pochan, D. J. Polym.

Mater. Sci. Eng. 2004, 91, 461. shown by Padden a. The ain
(27) Cue, H.; Krlkorian, V.; Thompson, J.; Nowak, A. P.; Deming, T. J.; PochanD. J. Macromolecules 2005, 38, DOI 10.1021/ma050776q. coil conformation in both pH 7.5 and pH 11 (phosphate buffer
(28) Satos , M.; Hirose, T.; Komiyama, J. Polymer 1993, 34, 4762. solutions), as evidenced by the minima around 200 nn (Figure
(29) Grigsby, J. J.; Blanch, H. W.; Prausrits, J. M. Biophym. Chem. 2002, 99.

107--116. 2A). In comparison, the longer-chain PLe assumes a random
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Figure 7. Proposed model for the formation of hexagonal silica platelets.

in the presence of counterions, which in turn exhibit silica- the silica platelets could be attributed to that the fact that the
precipitating activity to produce silica spheres. In our case, long- silicification reaction is restricted to the surface of the preformed
chain PLL can be induced into a helical conformation in the PLL crystal unlike that with the PLL polypeptide that results
presence of the silicate precursor and phosphate anions, which in amorphous hexagonal plates.9,14
eventually results in the formation of hexagonal silica platelets. The lattice parameter of the PLL crystals dried from solution

Polypeptides and other silica-templating peptides have been in our study was measured to be around 0.92 nm (Supporting
previously shown to be entrapped within the silica matrix.' 3"18 '31 Information Figure S2), much smaller than the previously
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the PLL222-derived silica measured lattice parameters of hydrated or freeze-dried PLL
platelets shows that they contain -20%/wt polypeptide. This crystals.21, 27 Most likely, the crystals in our study are defective
suggests that PLL polypeptide chains are entrapped with silica due to dehydration of the crystal, during imaging, that resulted
matrix. Following this notion, we determined whether preformed in the collapse of the PLL side chains. In contrast, the silicified
hexagonal PLL crystals could serve as templates in the PLL crystals maintain their integrity due to the presence of a
silicification reaction. PLIm crystals were grown as previously silica coating, and possibly due to the infiltration of the silicic
described.21,26,27 Figure 5A shows a SEM micrograph of the acid into the interstices that effectively result in the cross-linking
hexagonal crystals of PLLr2. Both lamellar and multilamellar of the neighboring PLL chains. PLL crystals have been shown
hexagonal crystals of varying sizes could be observed in the to be porous and can allow for the infiltration of small
SEM micrographs, similar to those in previously published molecules.21,27 Therefore, the PLL crystals can swell and change
reports. 21,26,27 We also observed that, in some cases, drying the their lattice spacing depending on hydration, presence of
crystals from aqueous suspension results in distortion and counterions, and infiltration of silicate precursors into the crystal
collapse of the crystals. In addition, the crystals also appeared lattice. The silica platelets retain the shape and features of the
to be sensitive to the electron beam. Prolonged exposure of the underlying protein template after calcination in air. The electron
PLL222 crystal resulted in electron beam damage (Figure 5B). diffraction pattern of the calcined platelet shows the (100) planes

The preformed PLL crystals were exposed to silicic acid to only (Figure 61)), and the a parameter of the hexagonal unit
determine the silica-precipitating activity of the crystals. As cell was calculated to be 1.59 nm. Although this suggests that
shown in Figure 5, C-E, the PLL crystals become covered with lattice does shrink slightly when the protein template is removed,
silica during the silicification reaction, and EDX analysis the silica platelet does retain the shape and mesoporous features
confirmed the presence of a silica coating on the PLL crystal of the crystal template. Retention of the meso/nanoporous
(Figure 5F). The silicified PLL crystals were also further structure in the calcined platelet suggests that the silicate
analyzed by TEM. The TEM micrographs show that the precursor was also able to infiltrate the PLL crystal lattice.
hexagonal silica-coated PLL crystal appears to be mesoporous Together, our results suggest that long-chain PLL undergoes
(Figure 6B). The d spacings of the silicified hexagonal platelets a rapid secondary-structure transition from a random coil to a
were calculated from the electron diffraction pattern to be 1.52, helical structure in the presence of silicic acid and phosphate
0.87, and 0.76 nm corresponding to the (100), (110), and (200) ions. The negatively charged silicate precursor, along with
planes, respectively, with a lattice parameter of a = 1.76 nM phosphate ions, allows for the secondary-structure phase transi-
(Figure 6C). This diffraction pattern does not correspond to any tion of PLL to occur at neutral pH. The formation of the helical
of the silica polymorphs but rather reflects the d spacings of PLL chains during the silicification reaction results in the
the underlying PLL crystal.21,6 ,27 Similar behavior has also been formation of hexagonal silica platelets. Preformed PLL hex-
observed for the templated formation of crystalline silica using agonal crystals can also serve as templates to direct the growth
plant bioextracts. 33_34 It should be noted that the crystallinity of of a mesoporous silica phase that is oriented in respect of the

protein crystal template.
(31) McKenna, B. J.; Birkedal, H.; Bardt, M. H.; Deming, T. J.; Stuck-y, G. D.

Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 5652-5655.
(32) Brunner, E.; Lutz, K.; Sumper, M. Phys. Chem. Chem Phys. 2004,6,854- (33) Keeling-Tucker, T.; Perry, C. C. Chem. Commun. 1998, 2587-2588.

857. (34) Perry, C. C.; Keeling-Tucker, T. ColloidPolym. Sci. 2003, 281, 652-664.
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Biosilicifying organisms such as diatoms, sponges and higher plants deposit ornate "glassy"
siliceous materials with well defined properties such as particle size and porosity at precisely
controlled growth rates. Here we present the in vitro synthesis and characterisation of "glassy"
silica with tailored properties by using naturally occurring amines-spermidine and spermine-

and their analogues. These additives were found to regulate the growth rates, particle sizes,
maturation, surface areas, porosities and morphologies of the siliceous materials prepared. In
particular, the combination of unique catalytic effects and aggregation behaviours that are

dependent on or related to chain length, intramolecular N-N spacing and C : N ratio of the
additives was found to be responsible for controlling materials properties. Mechanisms regulating
the generation of silicas showing a range of material characteristics are proposed.

Introduction Similar poly(propylamine)s terminated by a putrescine group
are also found in isolation. 7 These poly(amine)s appear to be

The silica industry worldwide is worth an estimated $2 billion a homologous group, synthesised as a continuation of the
annually' in products used in such diverse areas as rubber putrescine, spermidine and spermine metabolic pathway-all
reinforcement, desiccants, flocculants, binding agents and common naturally occurring poly(amine)s.8 Due to their
catalysts. The simple chemical structure of silica or hydrated prevalence in nature it is therefore possible that the utilisation
silica belies the complexity of their chemistries and it is this of these poly(amine)s may be an adventitious one and that, at
complexity which enables and determines the suitability of the least in vitro, other poly(amine)s with different amine separa-
material for the myriad of known applications. These func- tions may cause similar effects to those observed for the mole-
tions ultimately depend on the surface chemistry, molecular cules isolated from diatoms. The possibility of using similar
structure, morphology and porosities of the silicas that are molecules that are cheaper and readily available to produce
manufactured either from the vapour phase by pyrolysis and superior silica products under more benign conditions is
condensation of tetrachlorosilanes, or from aqueous media as desirable.
for the production of silica gels/sols and precipitated silicas. A considerable body of work already exists on the chemical
All of these manufacturing methods require harsh conditions and biomimetic effects of amine species on the condensation
of temperature and pH and also involve the use and produc- of silicic acid systems and characterisation of the harvested
tion of environmentally damaging precursors and waste silica,9 but any mechanistic differences between the chemical
streams, respectively."12 By comparison, biologically controlled and biological routes are still poorly understood. A range of

silica production occurs under benign conditions and results in amines and poly(amine)s have shown catalytic effects and
materials of superior form and function starting from a source generated unusual in vitro silica structures from a range of
of soluble silica, monosilicic acid, Si(OH)4, at concentrations precursors.9'10 Studies of the effects of amino acids and
of only a few tens of parts per million.3 Needless to say the homologous peptides with a range of silica precursors (silicon-
drive to greener manufacturing methods has resulted in catecholate complex, sodium silicate and tetraethoxysilane)
considerable expenditure of research funding and time being showed enhanced condensation, aggregation and harvestable
invested into elucidating the mechanisms utilised by the silica yields." Silica sphere and hexagonal silica production
organisms. Wof varying sizes and dispersities has been shown to occur

Research programmes have already identified biomolecular in poly(L-lysine)-tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) systems and
species intimately associated with biosilica including the mechanical factors (e.g. shear) leading to the production of
silicatein proteins found as the axial filament of sponge platelets, and elongated fibre-like structures for these systems
spicules,4 long chain poly(amine)s and the silaflin proteins have also been reported. 2", 3 In addition, studies using poly-
found in the silica casing of diatoms5 and glycoproteins found (allylamine) hydrochloride have shown similar sphere forma-
in the silica of higher plants. 6 The diatom silaffin proteins are tion control14 and transformation from sphere to honeycomb
relatively enriched with lysine residues that are modified by the structures when the precursor was changed from TMOS to a
attachment of long chain poly(propylamine)s to the side chain. poly(amine) stabilized silica sol.' 5 Silica formation in the

presence of poly(ethylenimine)-functionalised porphyrin rings
School of Biomedical and Natural Sciences, Nottingham Trent and benzene rings, and linear poly(ethylenimine)s has gener-
University, Clifton Lane, Nottingham, UK NG11 8NS. ated complex structures such as filamentous aster, fibrillar
E-mail: Carole.Perry@ntu.ac.uk; Tel- +44 (0)115 8486695 atedacomlex structures such a iaeos as shrwa
"t Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Fig. S1-5. See sponge and leaf morphologies. Elctron microscopy has shown
http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/b509683a that the silica fibres consist of a coating of silica particles
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Table I Some molecular properties and models of the amines used in For 'H NMR spectroscopy, all samples were measured in
this study' 5 mm glass NMR tubes from aliquots taken directly from

N Amine I 1h 12 13 24 I5 the experiments with no sample preparation. Spectra were
accumulated from 32 scans with a pulse delay time of 1 s using

2 MEDA 3.78 3.78 - - - - a Jeol JNM-EX270 Fourier transform nuclear magnetic

spectrometer. A tube insert containing sodium 2,2 dimethyl-

3 DETA 7.36 375 375 2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS) in D20 provided the chemical
T - - shift reference and deuterium lock signal with the DSS

dimethyl signal also being employed as a reference for

r (t' 3 SPDN 11.17 5 6.23 - - - quantification purposes.
Morphological studies were performed by scanning electron

microscopy. Freeze dried samples were dusted on to sticky
4 LUa 4 TETA 11.1 3.75 3.76 3.78 - - carbon pads on aluminium sample holders and gold coated

with an argon plasma at 10- 3 bar and 1.2 mA. Images were
obtained using a Jeol JSM-840A scanning electron microscope

4 SPN 16.1 5 6.24 4.96 - - at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.

Results
S5 TEPA 14.72 3.75 3.76 3.76 3.76 -

The effects of naturally occurring poly(amine)s--spermidine
and spermine-and a series of linear ethyleneamine homo-
logues (EAs) of between 1 and 5 repeat ethyleneamine units on
a model silica condensing system have been studied. The
physical characteristics of the amines used in this study-intra-

"amine distances-are listed in Table 1."N number of amines per molecule, I = end-to-end distance of
molecules. 1i = distance between ith and i + Ith amines. Silica samples prepared in the presence of ammes were

collected after 7 d, dried and their morphology studied. SEM
images obtained on silica condensed in the presence of the

of the amine signals against that of the chemical shift reference homologous ethyleneamines showed an increasingly granular
and comparing with a set of standards prepared using known structure with increased molecular length; uniform coalesced
amounts of poly(amine) measured under the same solution spheres of around 200-250 nm diameter being formed in the
conditions against the same chemical shift reference, presence of PEHA (Fig. 1). Interestingly, it was found that

For surface area and pore analysis, freeze dried samples the addition of spermidine to the condensing system results in
were degassed at 120 'C for 15 h and nitrogen gas adsorption/ large particles, similar to TEPA, while in the presence of
desorption isotherms were measured using a Quantasorb spermine, the morphology of silica prepared is closer to TETA.
NOVA 3200e surface area and pore size analyser. Surface Furthermore, for the silica samples synthesised from TMOS in
areas were determined by the multipoint BET method and the presence of EAs, distinct particles with particle sizes
pore size distributions and pore volumes determined by the varying from ca. 240-500 nim, were observed (Fig. 2). It is
BJH method .2'26  noted that no precipitation was evident in the absence of any

Fig. 1 Typical scanning electron microscopy images of silica samples isolated from EAs after 7 d when the silicon complex was used as the silica
precursor; (a) blank, (b) MEDA, (c) DETA, (d) TETA, (e) TEPA, (f) PEHA, (g) SPDN, (h) SPN; bars = 1 Pin.
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Fig. 4 Scanning electron microscopy images of silica samples isolated from PEHA at a range of PEHA concentrations when the silicon complex
was used as the silica precursor. The PEHA concentrations were (a) 101/o, (b) 25%, (c) 50%, (d) 1000/a, (e) 200%, (f) 800%; bars = 1 pm for 10% and
5 pm for other samples.

Furthermore, when the ratio of amines from PEHA to Si The increased pore sizes with increasing chain length and
was varied from 0.1 to 8 (£e. 10-800%) material isolated at decreasing surface area with maturation time can be regarded
fixed time points showed an increased aggregate uniformity as typical behaviour for increasingly rapidly aggregating silica
and particle size as initial PEHA content was increased (Fig. 4). nanoparticles of uniform size. The rapid aggregation causing
A switchover in silica morphologies was observed at around disperse pore size formation due to time constraints on particle
N : Si = 0.5, where the formation of particulate silica was reorientation and compaction and, importantly also on Ostwald
evident. The particles appeared sharper suggesting that they ripening, probably resulted in the observed surface area reduc-
were highly condensed. tion. The behaviour of the naturally occurring poly(amine)s

Surface areas determined by multipoint BET analysis throughout suggest that they influence the condensation and
showed a reduction with increased additive size and matura- aggregation process largely as a consequence of their chain
tion times (Fig. 5a). The reduction in surface area was length and charge separation and as such do not behave in an
particularly noticeable in the case of silica condensed in the unexpected manner in vitro.
presence of PEHA where surfaces were reduced to such an Due to the unusual ability of PEHA to generate almost
extent that measurements could not reliably be made. The "glassy" silicas, further analysis was carried out by varying
natural poly(amine)s showed similar surface area trends when PEHA concentration. Increasing the PEHA concentration
compared on the basis of chain length but were slightly more between 10-200% (3 and 60 mM) with respect to amine :
effective when compared on the basis of amine moiety per silicon content resulted in a large decrease in the observed
molecule. Pore volumes and radii determined by the BJH surface areas (Fig. 5c and, in the supplementary information,
method 26 for silica condensed in the presence of the ethyl- S3-4). Heat treatment of the silica to remove any entrained
eneamine homologues both showed a general increase with organic material resulted in a restoration of some of the
molecular length up to TEPA, but on increasing to PEHA surface area but this was almost entirely due to the appearance
practically no mesopores and only a much reduced micropore of micropores. Some porosity could be measured at titzg., (ca.
population was detected (refer to the electronic supplementary 12 mn2 g-i) for these samples but at longer maturation times
information, Fig. SI-2). Using the pore volume and radii even this disappeared. Pore volume/radii measurements made,
data, estimates of pore numbers were made showing that the show that the material isolated at tit2g.1 for PEHA contained a
transition between porous and essentially nonporous materials range of pores in the micro to meso domains but by 60 min,
was observed at ethyleneamine homologues in excess of four (which was also the time of onset of precipitation), all but the
amines per molecule (Fig. 5b). The surface areas of the samples micropores had disappeared (supplementary Fig. S1-4).
precipitated from TMOS experiments followed a similar trend, The solution chemistry of the silicifying systems was studied
wherein DETA and PEHA showed surface areas of 360.51 in order to investigate the earlier stages of silica formation
and 17.43 M 2 g-1, respectively, and pore volumes as low as in the presence of ethyleneamines, spermidine and spermine.
0.02 cm3 g-_ (data not shown). The effect of these additives on silica formation kinetics was
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about 70 min. Aggregation was not observed for any of the Discussion
additives until a minimum of 75% of the available orthosilicic
acid had condensed to non-molybdenum blue active species The effects on particle growth/aggregation were considered to

with the exception of experiments where PEHA had been be very pronounced in comparison with the limited effect of

added in which case aggregation/growth was observed the additive on initial condensation. An obvious cause of

when as little as 30%/o condensation had occurred (Fig. 6a). increased aggregation is charge neutralisation of the anioni-

Data for the natural poly(amine)s used, spermidine and cally charged silica particles by the cationically charged amine

spermine, fell broadly in line with the ethyleneamine species. Assuming a silica particle surface made up of mostly

homologues in terms of chain length and amine content per Q3 species and 501/6 silanol group dissociation, (a reasonable

molecule with spermidine having a slightly pronounced assumption at the pH of the experiments), 2 7 the minimum

effect in relation to its amine content and spermine a slightly surface inter-anion distance can be estimated to be approxi-

reduced effect. mately 5.4 A, ie. every other silanol group. The shortest

Additional experiments conducted where the level of PEHA ethyleneamine homologue used in this study was MEDA with

was varied from 10-200% (i.e. 3-60 mM) with respect to an inter-amine distance of 3.9 A (see Table 1). Clearly this

amine group content showed an increased aggregation results in the molecule only being able to attach via one amine

rate with increasing concentration and a decreasing gelation/ group as shown in Scheme lb. All of the other ethyleneamine

precipitation time (Fig. 7). At levels exceeding 100% PEHA, homologues used have inter-amine distances which allow them

only small changes in growth rates and gelation/precipitation to attach along the surface of the particles (Scheme ic).
time was observed, and at levels below 100% PEHA It is known from previous studies that amines, such as thosetim w s bsrvd, an a l ves el w 00 P HA studied herein, are able to bi d wt-nrai oy no s 28 i

concentration, gelation and not precipitation occurred. Silica the rein, r abl obind with inrgic surfanio n
isolated from these experiments showed an increasing ease of ined a ll o e alongethep ce sf the n
re-suspension in water with increasing PEHA content even icesdageainwudb osqec fteclasatr extusensivein washrwing toHA rmvanexaeosonteamineen of the electrical double layer and an increased rate with chainafter exten sive w ashing to rem ove any extran eous poly(am ine), l n t o l o e o s r e .H w v ri st o g tt a ,awhich may suggest a possibility of stabilisation of particulate length would not be observed. However it is thought that, at

whih my sgget aposibiityof tablistio ofparicuate the concentrations of amines used, surface saturation occurs
silica in solutions in the presence of higher PEHA concentra- tecnetain faie sd ufc auainocrtions (see below). allowing some of the molecules only to attach at limited

number of points. The amine chains are thus forced to extend
into, and if long enough, beyond the double layer boundary

a 12000- 0 BLANK (Scheme ld-e). The increase in aggregation rates observed with

Sxv PEHA10 increasing poly(amine) length therefore suggests that at least
100x x PEHA25 some of the chains extend into the bulk solution and are

S8000• xO PEHA5 therefore able to bridge between neighbouring particles. The
X,= oIA Ib O PEHA100 step change in rate of aggregation and gel times observed from

N) 6 PEHA200 MEDA to TETA corresponds to an increased molecule length
"from 3.8 to 11.1 A suggesting that for these particles the surface

4000. "double layer is of this order. Work carried out previously by

W 2000- VVV our group using diamines also showed a step change in
O.. vvv aggregation rates between the addition of 1,4 diaminobutane

0 o VV > and 1,6 diaminohexane corresponding to an inter-amine

0 10 20 30 40 5`0 distance of 6.3-8.7 A respectively suggesting a shared chain
length mechanism, i.e. spanning of the electrical double layer,

Time /min for the observed step change.21 The naturally occurring

b -E0- Growth Rate poly(amine)s used in this study, spermidine and spermine

-0- Gel time were 11.2 and 16.1 A in length, respectively, and accordingly

1000__ _ 0showed the accelerated aggregation effects. Gels formed
0 oo 0 showed increasing opacity with poly(amine) chain length and

• -/ the longest, PEHA, precipitated silica within minutes.
E Almost universally for the silica condensing model used
E 'E herein, particle growth is not observed by DLS until in excess

of 75% of the available monosilicic acid has condensed to non-4)E 0 molybdenum reactive species Le. after a large population of
' -- 10 primary particles has formed. However, monosilicic acid levels

at the time of onset of particle formation in the presence of
0
0. 10 PEHA were around 70% of the initial concentration, suggest-

0 50 160 150 200 ing that a smaller number of primary particles were mopping

%PEHA up the available monosilicic acid to form the larger low surface
area spheres as observed by SEM and gas adsorption. These

Fig. 7 Aggregation behaviour (a), and growth rates and gelation silica spheres of 200-250 nm in diameter had aggregated
times (b) of silica in the presence of a range of PEHA concentrations, sufficiently for isolation by centrifugation within 30 min of the
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a been investigated. Slight catalytic activity over condensation
". Ctgel correlating with chain length was observed, but not thought to

S30. 1day be significant, and the naturally occurring amines used showed
25 M7days no special additional effects. Particle growth and aggregation
0 also showed chain length-dependent acceleration effects which

were also observed with the naturally occurring amines.
15- However, as the chain was extended to 6 repeat ethyleneamine
10" units, a transition in behaviour (and possibly the condensation

mechanism) was observed. That this transition was pH andS5

amine concentration dependent was also shown, allowing
0 -0 the proposal of a mechanism to be made to explain the

0 10 25 50 100 200 observations. The mechanism involves particle stabilisation by

b %PEHA reversal in charge and increase in magnitude of the outer
double layer. This is followed by uncharged amine groups
facilitating the condensation of monosilicic acid on to the

0 0.20-stabilised spheres via reversible proton exchange, the process
.0 driven by water being preferred over hydroxyl ions as the
M 0.15. leaving group. Due to the observed pH sensitivity of the

process, which is thought to arise from intramolecular
".E• 0.10_ amine spacing, it should be possible to tailor reactions using

_ the careful choice of amine group basicity and charge
-- 0.05- separation to enable similar highly condensed silica spheres

to be produced over a range of pHs. Also, it could be possible

a .1 _ that similar mechanisms occur during the biosilicification

50 100 150 200 process, however this is only speculative at this point in time.
The undertaking of studies on a similar range of repeat

SPEHA % unit propyleneamine homologues could help to clarify this

C matter and work is being undertaken in this direction. It
should be noted that preliminary modelling studies30 on

18- propylamines and butylamines indicate interesting trends in
16" N protonation behaviour that are being utilised to direct our
14" silica formation studies.
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A new method for the stepwise synthesis of propylamines polyamine structural moieties isolated from several diatom species.
containing fragments of N-methyl propylamine as found in The objective of this work is to establish a convenient universal
diatom bioextracts is presented and their activity in silicic acid method for propylamine synthesis capable of extending the
condensation is described. N-methylpropylamine chain in a linear fashion. Furthermore,

the activity of these PAs in silica formation in vitro is investigated.
Saturated speciality polyamines play important roles in various To our knowledge, this is the first investigation on the role of a
biological processes and have attracted the attention of synthetic series of synthetic methylated propylamines in silicification.
chemists. A widely known naturally occurring polyamine is N3 (Scheme 3) is the longest synthetic methylated propylamine
spermine (N,N'-bis(3-aminopropyl)-l,4-butanediamine), which to have been synthesised previously. It can be prepared by the
had been isolated from sperm.' 3,3'-Methylimino- reaction of methylamine with 3-(N-methylamino)propionitrile in
bis(N-methylpropylamine) (N3; Scheme 3) has been studied as a the presence of hydrogen and a hydrogenation catalyst.6 However,
neurotoxic agent2'3 and as an inhibitor of ribonuclease activity.4 In this reaction gives rise to a mixture of amines that needs to be
the last decade, polyarmines isolated from siliceous cell walls of separated to yield N3 and does not allow the controlled synthesis
diatoms have been investigated by biologists, biochemists and of long-chain polyarmines. Other non-methylated polyamnines
materials scientists. containing four and six nitrogen atoms have been obtained by

Diatom biosilica polyamines have been found in the free state reaction of trimethylene dibromide with trimethylendiamine or
and as a part of complex proteins called silaffms in diatom dipropylenetriamine.7,s The reaction is complicated and a mixture
biosilica. Silaffins and polyamines are proposed to play a of polymeric and branched products are synthesised requiring
significant role in diatom biosilicification producing diverse complicated separations. As the amine chain is increased, the
nano-structured silica valves.5 Diatom polyamines include likelihood of branching also increases as the relative concentration
repeated N-methylpropylamine (PA) fragments terminated with of end amino-groups decreases. Moreover, in the case of long-
methylated or non-methylated nitrogen (Scheme 1). The propyla- chain amines it will be practically impossible to separate a target
mines have been shown to promote silica formation in vitro in a linear product from polymeric and branched admixtures.
tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) based system, although the only The proposed approach to target polyamines consists of
experimental information available ascribed to a catalytic effect is repetitions of the following reactions: (1) condensation of NH-
obtained from how much precipitable silica is generated during a amine with methyl acrylate, (2) substitution of the resulting ester
fixed time period.5 The interest in such compounds is apparent with methylamine and (3) reduction of the amide with lithium
from their potential in the biomimetic design of nano-structured
materials via "green chemistry" approaches. N

In this communication, we present the successful synthesis of a NH + (1)

series of linear methylated propylamines that are analogous to the /o" oMe
0"OMe

N NR2  n=5-20;R=H, Me N.N."

S• "- v "n •N /

+ Me- NH2  (2)
Scheme I Structure of polyamines isolated from diatoms.

0;1 OMe
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f Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: detailed synthetic Me Me
methods, NMR, MS and FTIR characterisation results and SEM of silica
samples obtained in the presence of N7. See DOI: 10.1039/b515967a Scheme 2 The consecutive stages of the polyamines synthesis.
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and for N3 and NS amines were boiled for 6-10 hours. Reaction (2) was
N3 N5 7 alsoperformed hi ethanol using a 50(/o excess of methylamine under esteir

2-3 3 groups, at r.t. during 3-5 days. The completions of reactions (1) and (2)
1wer checked by FTIR spectroscopy by disappearance of NH band

~...........0 cm-') and ester C0O band (1740 cm-') respectively.

CL a . .. .. . a .. . .

a c C C a

Fig. 3 Potentiomnetry titration curves for new propylamines a~ =

neutralization degree). bb j b t

10Open symbols: N3, Filled: NIS n~'

1.-Unprotoneftod amine groups
ForN3 =2791

0.8- FoN530 Yield of the target compounds was near 1001/o. Reduction of the amides
[reaction (3)] was done by dropwise addition of the amide to LiAI114

0. suspension in diethyl ether (2.1 moles of LiAlH 4 per amide group) with 50-

* association of the resulting amine with lithium and alumniniumn hydroxides.
U_ 0.4 One would hope that the yield would be enhanced in future optimization of

~ o~~ * the procedure. The obtained polyamnines are colourless liquids, b.p.: 65 'C,
0.2- \' 0 ~ ~ 142 'Cand 185 *C atO0.2 mm Hg for N3, N5 and N7 respectively. FrIR

-A ý_ A-(film, cn-'): 3292-3296, 2939-2945, 2788, 2839, 1450-1465, 1373, 1315,
15,12,1068, 733-740. N3: 'HMR, 5D/ in CDCI3. 1.63 ppmn (5t, 4H1,

0.0- 2 x CH, (b)), 2.15 (It, 3H (NMe)), 2.35 (3t, 4H, 2 x CH2 (c)), 2.40 (I t, 61
NHCHA) 2.58 (3% 4H, (a)). ESI-MS +ve ion. 174.3 ([M + HI'). N5 (n = 2):

6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 'HMR, 5%/ in CDCI3 . 1.62 ppm (mit, 8H (b)), 2.14 (It, 9H (W~e)), 2.28-
pH 2.35 (nm% 12H1 (c)), 2.40 (It, 6H (NHMe)), 2.58 (min, 4H (a)). ESI-MS +ve

ion. 316.4 QM + HI'), 245.4 ([M + HJ+- Csli5NHMe), 174.3 ([M + H]+-
C3HsN(Me)C3H~NHMc).

Fig. 4 Estimated speciation of N3 and N5 (only species present at N7 (n = 4): 'H-NMR, 50/ in CDCI3 . 1.65 ppm (mnt 12H (b)), 2.20 (It,
significant fractions are shown). Models of propylamines are shown on the 15H (NMe)), 2.30-2.40 (int , 20H (c)), 2.42 (1', 6H1 (NHMe)), 2.62 (3t, 4H
right of each curve. Charged nitrogen atoms are marked with asterisks. (a)).

ESI-MS +ve ion. 458.5 (1$ + Hn1, 387.5 ([M + H]+ - CsHsNHMe),

(Fig. 4). For example, Fig. 4 also shows the estimated speciation of 363(M+H+-CHWCHN~)
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Supplementary Information
A New Stepwise Synthesis of a Family of Propylamines Derived
from Diatom Silaffins and their Activity in Silicification

Vadim V Annenkov, a,b, Siddharth V Patwardhan, b David Belton, b Elena N. Daniloviseva
a and Carole C. Perry b*

Synthetic Procedures

N-Methyl-N,N-bis[3-(methylamino)propyliamine [tri(1-methylazetane)], N3

a c c a

N N Nb i b

Methylamine (33%) in ethanol (94 g, 1 mole) was diluted with ethanol (40 mL) and
methyl acrylate (172 g, 2 mole) diluted with ethanol (145 mL) was added to the
methylamine solution in portions (-50 mL) at 20-40 TC. The mixture was left at room
temperature for 5-7 days and the progress of the reaction monitored by FTIR spectroscopy.
When the reaction was complete (disappearance of NH band (3300 cm"1, thin film
method)), ethanol was distilled off under reduced pressure and the residue distilled under
vacuum (90 TC, 0.2 mm Hg) to give di-o3-carbethoxyethylmethylamine (191g, 94%) as a
colourless liquid.

Di-o3-carbethoxyethylmethylamine (180g, 0.89 mole) was added to methylamine in
ethanol (33%), (250 g, 2.66 mole) and the mixture left at room temperature for 3-5 days.
The progress of the reaction was monitored by FTIR as before. When the reaction was
complete, (disappearance of the ester C=O band (1740 cm-1, thin film method)), ethanol
was distilled off under reduced pressure and the residue dried under vacuum (70 TC, 0.2
mm Hg, 2 h) to give N-methyl-3-methyl[3-(methylamino)-3-oxopropyl]aminopropanamide
(178g, 99%) as a viscous colourless liquid.

LiAlH 4 (16g, 0.42 mole) was suspended in anhydrous diethyl ether (550 mL) at
room temperature. N-Methyl-3-methyl[3-(methylamino)-3-oxopropyl]aminopropanamide
(20.1 g, 0.1 mole) was added to the suspension of LiA1H 4 portionwise during 6 h. The
mixture was stirred for 12 h, cooled (-5 'C) and decomposed at 0-10 TC by the sequential
addition of water (30 mL), a solution of KOH (22.5 g) in water (22.5 mL) followed by
water alone (70 mL). The ether fraction was separated and the precipitate washed with
diethyl ether (2 x 100 mL). Ether was distilled off and the residue distilled under vacuum
(65 TC, 0.2 mm Hg) to give N3 (8.5 g, 49%) as a colourless liquid. FTIR (film, cm"'):
3292-3296, 2939-2945, 2788, 2839, 1450-1465, 1373, 1315, 1150, 1122, 1068, 733-740.
'H NMR, (5% in CDCI3): 1.63ppm (5t 4H, 2xCH2 (b)), 2.15 ( 1t, 3H (NMe)), 2.35 (3t 4H,
2xCH2 (c)), 2.40 (1t, 6H, NHCH 3), 2.58 (3t, 4H, (a)). ESI-MS +ve ion. 174.3 ([M+H]+).

N-Methyl-N-[3-(methylamino)propyll-N-3-[methyl(3-methyl[3-(methylamino)
propyl]aminopropyl) amino]propylamine [penta(1-methylazetane)], N5

a c c c C C c a

N N N N Nb I b I b I b



Supplementary Material for Chemical Communications
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2006

LiAlH 4 (2.5 g, 0.066 mole) was suspended in anhydrous diethyl ether (200 mL) at
room temperature. N ,N23,4,8,12,16,20-Heptamethyl-4,8,12,16,20-pentaazatricosane- 1,23-
diamide (12g, 0.025 mole) was added to the suspension of LiA1H 4 in small portions (0.1-
0.3 g) during 6 h. The mixture was stirred for 12 h, cooled down to -5 °C and decomposed
at 0-10 TC by the sequential addition of water (4.6 mL), a solution of KOH (5.5 g) in water
(5.5 mL) followed by water alone (11 mL) The ether fraction was separated and the
precipitate washed with diethyl ether (2 x 50 mL). Ether was distilled off and the residue
distilled under vacuum (185 TC, 0.2 mm Hg) to give N7 (7.9 g, 69%) as a colourless liquid.
FTIR (film, cm'1): 3292-3296, 2939-2945, 2788, 2839, 1450-1465, 1373, 1315, 1150,
1122, 1068, 733-740. iH NMR, 5% in CDCI3. 1.65ppm (mt, 12H (b)), 2.20 ( 1t, 15H
(NMe)), 2.30-2.40 (mt , 20H (c)), 2.42 (1t, 6H (NHMe)), 2.62 (3t, 4H (a)). ESI-MS +ve ion.
458.5 ([M+H]f), 387.5 ([M+H]+ - C3HsNHMe), 316.3 ([M+H]+ - C3H5NMeC3H6NHMe).

SEM Silica prepared in the presence of N7 at a ISi:IN ratio.
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introduction Kinetic analysis Photon correlation spectroscopy

Silica is an industrially important material with many -Alkyldiols *Neither the alkyldiols, native sericin, or the sericin
applications, and an estimated global market worth around *The alkyldiols were added to the model system at a ratio precursor significantly affected aggregation. This is

two billion dollars per year'. of 1:1 and 1:2 Si:Oi-1 and denoted 100% and 200% probably due to the lack of charged species at pH 6.8
*Most Industrial processes to produce silica Involve high respectvely.- Celluloses

temperature and extreme pH conditions often in non- 00.1.61,, rates of 100%' aIkar..diol Phoeton cmAtion pcresmsof Hydroxethyloellulose

aqueous based system. 3 E] 3" order ethagate, qooaternised

& Biosilicification occurs at aircumneutral pH and I d ordterk. So0 *:o~w

hierarchically organised omate biogenic silica structures are 40 $%Wto
generated under mild conditions of pH and temperature. 2 19odrk 10%M ~ A AL, A

The silica structures are formed from an aqueous 35OA AAAjA jA O/Aj~
Brnvlronment, probably rich In ions, small molecules and IS 'M

00  
AaA A A3  **U

,iopolymers such as proteins and carbohydrates.

j 5M -

*Hecky et alt2 postulated that hydroxyl-rich proteins 20 6 7 0' VA',

.'sugars and glycoprotelns) associated with diatom cell walls No. of carbon atoms a to M0 30 40 so 60

might condense with silicic add monomers (leading to the *An increase in the Ist order reverse rate suggests Wn riua~etsos~i ceois
formation of Si-O-C bonds), thus serving as templates for stabilisation of silicic acid. This was seen as a 15.6% do nean4-ropofHrxythlluos

)rientation and growth of the silica, increase in the final silicic acid concentration (24 hours). 1000 .1% Wf
-The effect of Polyethylene glycol3 and polyserine4 have s Suggesting preferential hydrogen bonding of silicic add 73M6 smOO

ieen studied previously and produced silicas with smooth with the aikycldiol over water and other silicic add molecules. A 10% WT PH 6.338 A AA

surface morphology. *Increasing the ratio of alkyldiol to silicon ratio resulted in E ,AAAAA A,

*Silicatein from sponges has been shown to have OH rich no further increase in the reverse 1st order Kc rate.
lusters containing threonine and serine dlusters5. *The effect of the alkyidiol was examined as a solvent;A .suUWU*S e

IPenry et al. studied an Insoluble cellulose and a soluble where the initial silicic acid concentration was stabilised for
iemlcellulose, forming sheet like structures 6, approximately 10 minutes. 2
*Previous work on alkyldiamines has shown very o

interesting results, where increasing hydrophobicity Comparison of the model system when 1,2 D101 and____________________
ontroiied aggregation rates, this work investigates the role 35 water are the solvents 0 10 2 30 40s 60 70 so 90 200
if hydroxyll functionality on silicification8. 30 1, oia ovn rmtcicessi grgtio atsar bsre

In this study three different types of hydroxyl containing 2s 1, 0 0a Wte as solvent withmbthc iydroxe leases ose agegthoxyrates qaterniserved

additives have been studied; 20 Wtra ovn ihbt yrxehlells toyae utmsda

-Alicydiols _-_C C2  2 i hydroxy ethylceflulose. As expected hydroxyethylcellulose
chai legt to0 ethoxylate aggregates faster than hydroxy ethylcellulose.

Increasing chi eght Note: the blank condensing system shows no particles

HOed OH a cl 10 4.0 S.0 uring the time it take for the ceiluloses; to precipitate silica.

"* Native sericin - extracted from spider silk TimollnlinlMtrascaatrsto

"* Seridin precursor -Sericin 
M trascaatrst

Native seridin and the sericin precursor were added at 1,
fSSTGSSSNTDSNSNSVGSSTSGGSSTYGYSSNSR.DGSV~n 5 and 10% weight of precipitatable silica. Scanning electron microscopy
- Hydroxyethyl-celluloses ReatMive rtes. of native sericin mod eerkin NH, Cell Cell Blank
ROHc C 00 OR preerasor

RO.. 0O- o-jR R=lCHCHO)xorH 1.8 E re

0. - E 11 order k, 10%
RO 'OR tH2OR1. 0rek

-Hydroxyethylcellulose ethoxylate, quatemised .
HOI-c HO OH .. ..... Fused interconnected silica spheres are produced after 24

>O, -0 ) 0- hours using the celluloses.
* 0

Nitrogen adsorption
HO ocH26. 4 .ý.o pY. N.. CHc0.2 The silica produced from all experiments produce type IV

CH, 0H2 isotherms, with sericin and the alkyldiols showing similar

The aqueous silica precipitating model 1% P-v,~e 5%~md Moo ufaeaes
systm -Celluloses 0%Sur4aýea pr, Averaepr

Re.action sch.ani. syteydroxyetliylellulose etoxylate quatermised Sa.63 =,Ao

.o a arellative rates of reaction Bln 0 .3 23.9

wel]l- 002* 2.5 - II] 30 order 1% ntv ed
q9 a'o. I 4., 10 2-111orek.preursor __523 0.90 32.3

1 , z z ' . ~ . l o r d e r k . p r c r o 4 4 5 1 3 4 .

0012 etihandio200 492 0.57 22.61 1

5 , 4 ______________S_____ Blank 1%NH2 5% NH2 10% NH2 1,8 octanedl.1200%O 441 0.36 10.49
Hydr2yeh *-e 2.5s relative rates of reaction

1 4 2.5Conclusions
The third order rate constant describes the rate of 15 [_] 3" order -E

rimerisation, which Is essentially an Irreversible reaction. 2 E3 1- order k,. Simple hydroxyll containing molecules have been studied
The first order rate constant describes the rate of 1.5 1 order K and at Si:OH- ratios of 1:1 and 2:1. The effect on silica

oligomerisation, however this Is reversible and therefore o formation and morphology is negligible.
also describes the rate of dissolution (k,. and k. 2 1 *More complex molecules containing largely hydroxyll

tefsenctesy7. functionality also showed negligible affect on silica formation
~e~ren05 and morphology.

Kendall, T. .rnusfria( Mine'a/s 2000, Matc4 49.59. 0.9 In direct contrast hydroxyethyl-cellulose and
d. Hecky etal. Miar, Riat~ 1973, 19, 323-331.
3. Sun etal .W. c. C.7. MgQOew,. A 2002, 106,11539-11548.0 Hydroxyethylcellulose ethoxylate, quaternised, drastically
4. Patwardhan, S. V. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Cincinnati, 2003. Blank 1% Cell 5% cell 10% Cell affect aggregation and the structure of the silica produced.
"0Cho etal. PA5104199, 96361-365. * nrae-nrt osat r o eysgiiaty u The function of hydroxyll containing additives is still not
i.Perry et al. I 010,0. Soc fatadlav Trans. 1992, 882917-2921. Inrae -nrt osat r o eysgiiaty u
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-The results show an approximate 6, 5 and 4 fold increaseInetg nghesuc reoIntroduction in the 31d order rate constant for PAPI, CaPI unbound and Ivsiaigtesrcueo
SiPI respectively. aikyldiamines in solution

Biosilicification has principally been studied for three - The 3rd order rate constant of SiPI is similar to previous Photon correlation spectroscopy was used to Investigatedifferent biological systems, diatoms, sponges and higher woi*3  
the structure of alkyldiamines in an aqueous medium andplants'. The main focus of this project is to investigate Photon correlation spectroscopy in the presence of the "spectator ions"(KC1 and catechol)principles involved in the formation of biosilicas and apply 010: ~generated In the model system.them to the synthesis of bloinspired silicas with control of Caio , ,.,,, The effect of chain length on aggregate size Instructure and morphology. Two areas of the project are I A- MP aqueous medium at ca. pH 7.discussed below;

"* The effect of bioextracts on in ro silica formation. 0 .~
(alkyldiaminies) In silicifying and aqueous based media. ' ~

There was no significant change in rate of particle
aggregation in the presence of the bioextracts. 0Investigating the effect of biloextracts on Nitrogen gas adsorption WM 30 3O

silicification 0.14 * 1,2 -1,8 diamine form aggregates in solution almost
Bioslicficaionin ighe plntsnamey Euisturn 1 1.12immediately.Bioslicflctio inhighr pant naelyEquietu foo --. 1,10 diamine shows a continuous growth of aggregate!elmateia and E. arvense has principally been investigated 0o. p size to ca. 800nm.by our research group at Nottingham Trent University. 00 .' ThSeto hanlnt nagrgt iei

Three chemically distinct protein containing bioextracts S- k-r **lKW h rsneofKIadctco tc.p"iave been obtained from Equisetum Arvense. 0.0 23 b.lA tepeec fKIadctco tc.p9
0.04 WO W6004 Om 2114I C.~ 11 .6.w 3 .91? am XoDExtraction procedures 0 035.90 flNl xx a4

SIPR shows a narrow pore size distribution, but no 'r 2W 00

significant difference in pore volume. This is comparable to i .
previous work3. K?

F PAP1 shows an approximate doubling in pore volume and Thw_
awide pore size distribution.
*CaPI unbound and SIPI both show an increase in pore * The formation of aggregates of approximately 2500nm

volume and pore radius, can be seen for 1,2 - 1,8 Diamines in the presence of
Catechol and KCI.~ ~d~H~,The bioextracts showed dramatic increases on the rate Of * 1,10 diamine forms much larger aggregates of

1%hW.i1dlF: formation of small (trimers) oligomners and this effect is approximately SOO0nm, suggesting a different type ofFcontinued through to the solid state materials formed. species being formed.
Invstgatngthe effect of small chain The effect of chain length on aggregate size InInvetigaingthe presence of KCI and catechol at ca. pH 7

diamines on silicification
Silaffin-lA is a protein isolated from a species of diatom

called C. fuiisoitnnn& The lysne residues within its structure DThe aqueous silica precipitating model are post-translationally modified by long chain polyamines 3
system and it was suggested that these were essential for silicaprecipitation 4. In order to understand the effects of amines

on silica formation and structure, we investigated the effect "' ,+
iq ~ ~ ~ .of alkyldiamines of increasing chain length in a silica and

." -aqueous medium in the presence of salts and small organic--- 0"*
~z r, molecules. o W oso 1. Woso~o~T. W * , 1,10 diamine shows a aggregate size of approximatelyResults 800nm in H20. The addition of KCIl does not seem to

significantly alter the particle size.Photon correlation spectroscopy *.1,10 diamine in catecholl shows an increasing aggregate
3=0 size. Upon addition of KCI to the aggregate size increases.

E .Increasing the concentration of 1,10 diamine to 50mM
Jv - causes the aggregate structure to collapse. This suggests

competition in solution between two structures, the first~uso ~ ~gradually forming between the diamine, catechol and KCI'The third order rate constant describes the rate of ,w,* and the second when the diamine structure dominates.trimerisation, which Is essentially an irreversible reaction. 1!+
* hefistorerrtecostntdecrbs herae f 10Aqueous solutions of diamines; form aggregates which may

'oligomnerisation, however this is reversible and therefore 0- +1A &-0oo -, I0." 01ý be species specific. The addition of KCI and catechol
ilso describes the rate of dissolution (k+ anid k- 0 SW 1000 W 2M 2% _3 causes larger aggregates to form.

The alkyldiamines; show increasing aggregation rates with ConclusionsResults Increasing chain length up to ca. 15000 times. Increases in
aggregation rate are probably due to surface charge * Three extracts from Equlsettim arvenseg, all affect the

e bioextracts were inserted into the model system at 1% neutralisation of the negatively charged silica by cationic early stages of silica formation, do not influenceight of precipitated silica (0.2mg into 10mi 30mM diamines'. aggregation, but do Influence the materials structure.
K2[Si(C 6H402)3]. Scanning electron microscopy * Short chain diamines dramatically affect the aggregation

T I ay 7daysize observed in the aqueous silica precipitating model
system.O(Inetic data 1,2 DA *Diamines affect the structure of the silica formed in their~ 0+..W p~resence.

04 E - Diamine structures in aqueous media, as a model for
I.EitKI biomolecule organisation In, v;- may provide an organisedW% P.environment for controlled silica formation.

0% ~Referitricsj3L L L L L S*000W% Elcron microscopy showed an increase in order during 1. SIMPsono. 1. L & Volhoni, B. E (ad&) S~ilioon and Slloeous Struciwe. In2 M dk maturation in the presence of the diamines. Increasing the amia ytn (5) 000w-veftaO New YorK 1081).3,10~~ ~ 2. I~ oni.o C. c. & Lolooo. N.. J6. Chem Soc. Faoaday Tnmo. 01,4207-42072^ Orombk chain length produced more open structures, probably due (1905).:.m0% i kto the rate of aggregation increasing, however the 3. Pe"o, . C_. & Koeelng-Tucke,, T., Colloid Poiyrn. Sel. 201,052-864 (2003).bok PAPI Sri C., M CW -"- uigm .Ko, N.Lo-n.S., Boon,., B. &SumpoM.. Sci.,co200.004-00000+0 .600.w ~ 1 stucu es eame more ordered urn th Otwd 4-K
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The process of biosilificaton is widespread, occumng in single The fractions collected ACl. AC2 AN1 and AN2 were assayed 250 -
celled organisms through to the higher plants and animals, The for their content of hexose and penrose sugars along with their 200
soluble form of silica orThosificic acid, is found untiversalty at uronic acid content which if high is Indicative of proteoglycans 150
concentrations of a few ppm and, when taken up by plants, is the 1
starting point of biosilification Upon uptake, the orthosilicic acid The results are shown in figure? , too 100 -tI __P

autopolymenses to form stable primary particles. which can 50
eventually form branched chains and finally structural motifs which 250 0
are observable by electror microscopylI-2h The formation of tre 1 AC AN A2
mineral may occur intra or extra-cellulady and the specic 20C Ait AC2 Al ANO
biochemical locations for this mineral deposition could include Freflen
carbohydratesim. proteinsli4 and lipids This research programme ; 15t ID Uronie acid
specifically examines the role of the cell wall carbohydrates in the -I I * hei•oe Figure 6 Quantitative measurement of silica as mono and dimenc
silicification process and the horsetails Equisetum arvensem and 2 100 [Ipentese forms by the molybdenum blue assay and polymerised forms by
Equosefum felemaasu

8 
which have a high silica content were ICP-AES

examined in this study From Figure 6 is it possible to observe that the quantity of both

0 reonoldimeoc siiica and that of the polymensed silica is significantly
ACl AC2 vA1r 41 increased in the sodium csrtbonatefssdium borohydoide soluble

Fraction fractions This data verifies the initial findings of the EDS data.

In order to ascertain the composition of the AN1 and AN2 fractions
A small sample of each fracton was reduced to dts inorganic they were further purified by ion exchange dhromatcgraphy. The
components through healing in a furnace to 9001C Elemental fractions collected during this purification step were tested both for
analysis of the inorganic components of each organic fraction the presence of carbohydrate and protein by the phenol/Hi,SO0
could then be analysed with the use of Energy ODspersrve X ray assay and UV spectrometry at 224nm for Me detection of proteins
Spectioscopy (EDS). the results of which are shown in figures 4 The results of these tests are shown in figure 7.

and 5

Figure 1. Scanning Electron micrograph of controlled silica Ail AMi
saructures from branch material of Equisetum aivense x 950. Au

- ca 2-5 -Extracton of pectins and hemicelluloses from the plant cell wall was * 2-
achieved using a mild extraction technique using alcohol, chelating Ca 2

agents and weak alkali Further purification of the individual 0 1,5
carbohydrate species was carried Out utilising ion exchange and gel 1 "
permeation chromatography. Silica content was analysed using 0 1 2 3 4 5 0.5
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (lCP- 1 -- -- 1 C .. . . .

AES) for polymensed silica Monomeric and dimeric forms were key -(.5 0 20 4o 60 8o 101)c
detected using the molybdenum blue assay This analysis
demonstated a need for the ongoing investigation into the AC2 Fractio
relationship between plant cell wall caroohydrates and tie deposits
of cell wall silica 5DDD0 AN2

F' I Experimental MethsiA - G.... oo 3

In order to obtain cell wall extracts which had no alteration to any e.A0 Au 2

carbohydrate sruictures including post translational modifcatons of - 1any proteins, it was necessary to employ mild extr'action techniquesO
(figure 2). Soluble proteins were removed initially using ethanol 0 1 2 3 4 5

followed by the use of the chelating agent CDTA which completely key -1 a 20 40 60 80 100
abstracts calcium from the cell walf and sulublises the pectic Fraction
polysaceharndes held in the wals by ionic cross linkages

Te femcelloicnoyaceade aeen-ate ro ~COA Figure 4 EDS elemental composihion 01 me inrganic F-
2
'-Jrtein (224nm) -- Cabohydrate (SS5nmf

The hemicellulo potysaccharldes are extracted from the CDTA components of the CDTA extracted frartions I_____________________
insoluble fraction by the use of mild alkaline conditions using sodium From
carbonate. The inclusion of sodium borate into this solution also Hmoes figure it Fs possibre to observe that silica is not
assists in the removal of the hernicefluloses as borate complenes deteble in the fractions extracted with CDTA However 0 Figure 7 prolein a caibohydrate analysis alter separation on CL-

wh the 2,3-hydrosyl groups or 0nanose rersdering te polyters appears thar silica is present in those fractons which have 68 Septiarose
morth te acidic an t ref sre mow s oluble in alkali been treated with the alkaline conditions using sodium This figure cdearly shows that the first hemicellulosic fraction does

Scarbonate and sodium borohydede, as shown in figure 5 in not appear to contain any detectable protein while the secorad
Ground Equ9seuin 3 each of the frachons obtained, the amount of polymenSed fraction contains both proteins and carbohydrates which may be of

silica present was measured by the us0 of tCP-AES whereby similar size and charge or present together in the form of
L7Onetlin a sample is dissooated into its consotuent atoms and ions and proteoglycans or glycoproteins

causes them to emit a characteristic wavelength by excitation

to a higher energy level Silica ran also erest in the mono and ?. ~ A inclusions--[LIard soluble fict [Call W - dimenc forms which can be quantied y tihe m otybd'enum .........
SI blue assay • From the results shown here it is possible to observe a significantSsilica content is assodated with the carbohydrate containing cell

I o a c twall fractions The noranic content is greatest in the
I Sohenscenulosic fractions as both small mono or dimeaic particles

7pO Au c l and the poiysnrised form. While the biosilicification of higher
rO ý1.nd 3" plats ha mostoften been accredited to the proteins, ti

a dryin 200001M Ca Na Si Ca research indicates tha carbohydrates may also have a significant

1000 a role to play either alone or as proteogtycans or glycoproteins. This
ISoeubie fractions FrIAl Mg ACa is most apparent in the ANt fraction which, while having a
containing and AC22 1 0 significant silica content lacks any detectable protein

I hemceallulasa O 1 2 3 4 5

'•I ... .... ne eeneev .. .. 7 7''

FFratiors AN1 andAM j AN2 Perry C.C. nid L., Y. J Cw S.c Faraday Trns 1992a8f.2915-2921.

g.Pery, C.C. end Frae, MA. Phil Trans R Soc Lid e 1991 334,149-157Figure 2. Scriemalc for the fractionatison of cell walt iolates. M3K~AN.rD nH,,Fdgj 91245483•0•Au urchal. N F. ind Duncan. i-I J FeedAgnrc tent 32. 415-Ate.

The determination of the caroohydrate compositon was canted out 1 20000. 4.eon. D. o at J ataer Chem 2004 14,2231-2241.
using a variety of assays ncluding the anthrone assay for the a 10000 &C CI 5.Htrhxr G tar &-f Ch- 2M 376 51257
quantification of hexoses and the orcnot assay for pentoses 0.Pery, C. cad Kealf g-TO T. J Innry B-hem 2000 78,331-339
Uronic askds were also quantified using the Boratrisulphuric acid 0 2 3 4 6
assay ke4keYV' " ' •
The furtier fractionaton of the hemicellutoses was carried out
using the ion exchange resin CL-6B Sepharese. Figure 5 EDS elemental composition of the inorganic components We gratefully acknowledge funding from the AFSOR and O R.

of the NaCOýNaBH extracted fracoons Inset Si elemental Jugdaosingh at St, Thomas hospital for his ICP-AES expertise
maps
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Introduction Results Correlation between the silica content and the individual
monosaccharide species was carried out and no trends

The isolated pectin and hemicellulose fractions were were apparent for the neutral hexose or pentose sugars.
The solted ectn an heiceluloe factins ere However the charged uronic acids did show a relationship

The process of biosilicification Is widespread, occurring in analysed to determine the content carbohydrate, protein, with increasing levels of uronic acids corresponding to
single cell organisms, such as diatoms, through to higher phenolics and polymerised silca and the results of these increased polymertsed silica (Figure 7).
plants and animals. The horsetail fern Equisetum arvense has assays are shown in Figure 3.
previously been examined and found to have a high silica a) ftlp-Wb 2. . . .

content. Silica is taken up from soil, where polymerisation b 2W

occurs with the formation of stable primary particles, = A s
eventually developing into branched chains and finally I iSo
structural motifs observable by electron microscopy (Figure
1). The formation of polymerised silica may occur intra- or
extra-cellularly and the specific biochemical locations for the
mineral deposition may include carbohydrates, proteins and
lipids. This research has specifically examined the role played g o
by carbohydrates which are abundant in a variety of forms in 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

plant material, including polysaccharides, glycoproteins and Figure 3. Charactersation of the a) Pectin and b) hemicellulose ug valr"W slim per m of sample

glycosylphosphatidylinosltol (GPI) anchors. isolates from Equisetum arvense. Figure 7. The relationship observed between polymertsed
silica and uronic acids

From this figure it Is possible to observe that carbohydrates in
the form of hexoses, pentoses and uronoic acids are the Separation of the individual moieties in each isolate
predominant species of the isolates. Phenolics are also present was carried out on the basis of charge and size (Figure
in high amounts and two individual phenolic compounds, 8). Each fraction was assayed for protein and
sinapic and cinnamic acid, were identified by TLC and their carbohydrate content and these again indicate the
structures shown in Figure 4. presence of glycosylated proteins. The protein fractions

were again studied for their individual amino acid
COO composition and these are also shown below.

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph of silica structures 'N, ,,2
from a branch of Equisetum amvense x950. , ... di .ptide$ .nl

3% f11%

Extraction of the plant cell wall was caried out in order to a&*\ ot
isolate and Identify Individuai moieties. Characterisation of the
individual fractions showed that increased polymerised silica Figure 4. The two phenolic compounds identifed

was found to correlate with an increase in the charged
monosacchaides, the uronic acids. This analysis The protein content of each of the isolates are relatively hydrophobk
demonstrated a relationship between the plant cell wall low with it accounting for between 2-12% of the total. The
carbohydrates and deposits of cell wall silica allowing further protein content may also not be the result of one individual
elucidation of the blosilicification process in plants. protein species and figure 5 shows SDS-PAGE of some of

the pectin fractions. The most clearly observable bands
are found at approximately 40kDa and 25kDa but the
results are unable to give definative molecular weights due

Methods to the broad bands obtained. This is a clear Indication that 0 50 100 150o 200
the proteins are highly glycosylated. Fracton nunter - protein-carbohydrates

The Equisteum arvense material was separated into the 
-

pectins, hemicelluloses and cellulose by the methods 113kDa 3% ukk

shown in Figure 2. 92kDa

Ground Eqlss

.8%euisnol 935.3kDa__

o w 28.7kDa 2_
si o21.3kDa

I lemicellulose and cellulose Soluble fractions containing
Figure 5. SDS-PAGE of pectin isolates from Equiseum 0 50 Fract••Pnumber 150 200
afvense.

Soluble fractions• Insotubie. Itiulose Fractis AC1 •The polymerised silica levels of each isolate were measured Figure .8 The separation of a) peclins and b) hemicelIulose by

continig ~ACS by ICP and no relationship between the silica content and ion exchange chromatography and the protein composition of
hamilulose Ac amount of protein was observable (Figure 6). Hydrolysis of some peaks.

the proteins and amino acid analysis was also carried out Conclusions
and again no correlation between amino acid or charges with

[Fractions A41 and A42 Jpolymerised silica were observable. Studies previously looking into the formation of blominerals
have centered on the role of proteins in this process.

Figure 2. Extraction techniques used 2However, this study demonstrates a requirement for the
analysis of carbohydrate moieties which may be involved.

Characterisation of the extacts was carried out using a series of .2 No relationships were observable between the protein
content or composition but glycosyfation, which can greatly

assays for the content of hexose, pentose and uronic acid - influence protein function, was observed. Analysis of the
monosaccharides, phenolics were also measured and identified Iso carbohydrate moieties show large amounts of neutral
by TLC. Protein content was determined by GC with the £ * sugars and charged uronic acids are also present at
identification of individual amino acids and di- amino acids. The 10o significant levels. The presence of uronic acids may be

proeis wrealso analysed by SDS-PAGE to give anproteins were aloaaye ySSPAEt ieaI " indicative of proteoglycans and analysis of the individual
approximation of molecular weight and extent of post translation itves of glycosyoan and analysaochar idual
modifications. Quantification of polymerised silica levels were will types ofu Iysyght ino and goigo fely d• . will give further insight into this growing field.
carried out by ICP analysis. 0
Further purification of the pectin and hemicellulose fractions was 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 Acknowledgements
carried out using ion exchange chromatography separating pg Polysnerised silica per g sample
individual species on the basis of charge and size using an We gratefully acknowledge funding from the AFOSR and Dr R.
increasing sodium chloride stepwise gradient. Figure 6. Comparison of the level of protein with Jugdaosingh at St. Thomas Hospital for his ICP-AES expertise.

polyerised silica Miss L. Gunby is also thanked for her assistance with the ion
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ABSTRACT

In nature, several classes of biosilicifying organisms process
soluble silicon to generate hierarchically organised ornate
biogenic silica structures under mild conditions of pH and
temperature. The organisms are also able to 'shape' the silica
and generate composite materials that whilst living are able to
stand the rigours of a 'wet' or 'dry' environment according to
the organism itself. The silica structures are formed from an
aqueous environment, probably rich in ions, small molecules
and biopolymers such as proteins and carbohydrates. In order
to understand the chemistry underpinning the formation of
such composite materials, 'simple' bioinspired solution studies
have been performed. Ions, small molecules and polymers
affect silica condensation reactions in vitro. This contribution
considers the role of non-bonded interactions such as
electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, van der Waals
interactions and the hydrophobic effect in modifying both the
rate of silica formation and the nature of the final product.
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NON-BONDED INTERACTIONS

Non-bonded interactions operate between atoms that are not linked together
by covalent bonds. Non-bonded interactions vary in strength from 0.1 kcal/mol
to several hundreds of kcallmole depending on the environment in which the
interaction occurs (vacuum through to water) and the nature of the specific
interaction. In solution reactions, especially those taking place within a living
organism, the medium for the reaction is water, except for reactions that occur in
specific membrane-like compartments. However, reactions in life do not occur in
'deionised water' free from additives rather in a medium that contains ions and
molecules and all of these are available for interaction, in principle, with other
species that may be present. The same may be true for laboratory based reactions
although here the number of components and the amounts of each component
can be regulated. Non-bonded interactions include electrostatic interactions,
hydrogen bonding, van der Waals interactions and the hydrophobic effect. As a
comparison, covalent bond energies are of the order of 60-250 kcal/mol.
Electrostatic interactions in water are of the order of 1-15 kcallmole, hydrogen
bonds are of the order of 2-5 kcal/mole, van der Waals interactions are of the
order of 0.5-1 kcal/mole and the hydrophobic effect is of the order of 1
kcal/mole.

The effect of charge, distance and environment for reaction on the strength
of non-bonded interactions can be understood by consideration of Coulomb's
law where attraction between species of opposite charges (generally considered
for positively charged nuclei and negatively charged electrons but can be more
generally applied to any species for which there is a separation of charge) is
represented as:

V = qiqj/4eo e, rij (1)

where qi, qj are charges, rij is their separation, co is the permittivity of free
space and F, the relative dielectric constant of the medium (for water ca. 80, for
methanol ca. 35 and for a lipid bilayer ca. 2). The charges may be taken as
formal charges but partial charges may also need to be considered for some
reacting species. The dielectric constant is dimensionless and accounts for
solvation and charge shielding due to the presence of the solvent. Note that the
effect of charge is felt much more strongly in a lipid bilayer than in a non
aqueous solvent such as methanol than in water! Part of this effect has to do with
the ability of particular solvents to hydrate ions (by attraction between the
solvent molecule and the solute) such that they effectively enlarge the ions. This
enlargement effectively shields the charges from each other thus diminishing the
strength of interaction between such species.
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The hydrophobic effect operates when there is a mixing of polar (e.g. water)
and non-polar (e.g. oil) molecules. The effect is not due to the hydrophobic
groups themselves rather due to a reorganisation of the solvent to minimise the
amount of water, for example, that is not ordered in its normal fashion through
hydrogen bonds etc.

Although non-bonded interactions are individually much weaker than
covalent interactions, when they act in concert, as in a protein or a drug-receptor
complex or indeed for a condensation reaction in the presence of additives as
proposed here, their effect is cumulative and all non-bonding interactions will
collectively operate to reduce the free energy of the reaction system, whatever it
is. The non-bonded interactions pertinent for silica formation in the presence of
additives are schematically represented in Figure 1.

SILICA POLYMERISATION

As has been described before,1,3" 3 orthosilicic acid at 250C is stable at levels
below ca. 100 ppm (- 1 mM). At higher concentrations, polymerisation occurs,
which involves three distinct stages:

1. Polymerisation to form stable nuclei
2. Growth of nuclei leading to fundamental particles
3. Particle aggregation to form branched networks, larger particles or other

structures.
The polymerisation of monosilicic acid in an aqueous phase generates one

molecule of water for each condensation reaction that occurs. In the early stages
of silica formation, rapid condensation reactions yield a range of oligomers that
serve as nuclei. Typically these stable nuclei are of size 1-2 rnm, possess an
anhydrous SiO 2 core and surface silanol groups (Si-OH). Based on particle size,
the composition of particles can be estimated as described by Iler.1

The addition of small oligomers on to these nuclei and coalescence of these
nuclei leads to particle growth. The particles can grow by aggregation, by
Ostwald ripening and/or by 'necking' between coalesced particles. Assuming
instantaneous coalescence, aggregation of particles is typically a consequence of
collision between smaller particles. The rate of aggregation depends on the
collision frequency, which is a function of the transport properties of the
medium, pH, temperature and particle concentration. As polymerisation
proceeds, the pKa of the particles/polysilicic acids decreases from ca. 9.8 for
orthosilicic acid to ca. 6.8 for colloidal particles.2 It is important to note that
even at circumneutral pH, the silica particles bear a negative charge in solution.
The consequence of this is that as condensation progresses there are more
charges/ charged species present in the condensing system. Surface charge plays
an important role in particle aggregation. Charge may also have an effect on
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solubility (- I mM) and the formation of dimers, trimers, oligomers, particles
and final structures takes place as shown schematically in Figure 2a. The early
stages of the reaction are monitored using a colorimetric method that allows
changes in silicic acid concentration with time to be monitored. For the first
reaction, dimerisation, the method shows no change in silicic acid concentration
as both the reactants (monomers) and the product (dimer) produce an identical
number of silicic acid molecules that can react with the reagent. The next stage is
trimer formation that is observed as an irreversible third order reaction owing to
the high concentrations involved (if reactions were performed at concentrations
near the solubility limit then information on both the forward and the reverse
reaction could theoretically be obtained). Further growth of oligomers follows
reversible first order kinetics with respect to silicic acid concentration.18 The loss
of silicic acid with time can be measured using a silicomolybdate assay and
hence the rate constants for the reactions involved in the very early stages of
silica oligomer formation can be calculated (Figure 2b-d). Additional
information on the levels of soluble silicon (monomers and dimers) present in
solution at any time, even if the net change in silicon concentration with time is
too low to obtain kinetic information, can also be obtained.

The evolution of particle formation in solution can be studied using
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS); Figure 2e. The information obtained is the
hydrodynamic radius of the species present which may be individual particles
and/or aggregates. Some information on particle size distribution and rates of
growth can be obtained but meticulous care must be taken to prevent
contamination from dust which can lead to erroneous results. The study of
solution chemistry leads to the understanding of molecular interactions between
additives and silica species (monomers to particles). The non-bonded
interactions between additives and silica can also have dramatic effects on the
bulk properties of the silicas generated. We investigate these effects using gas
adsorption (to collect information on surface area, porosity and distribution of
porosity), thermal analysis (to understand the entrapment of additives in final
structures) and electron microscopy (to observe morphology and structure);
Figure 2 f-h.

EXAMPLES OF NON-BONDED INTERACTIONS IN
BIOINSPIRED SILICIFICATION

The structures of the molecules that have been used experimentally in our
laboratory to explore the role of non-bonded interactions in the control of silica
structure are presented in Figure 3. Additional information from other sources is
referenced as appropriate through the body of the text.
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(most shielded charge, least electrostatic interaction) producing silicas with the
highest surface areas. In addition, the ions (NWht, Et3NHr, etc.) that are less
hydrated get associated with the surfaces of silica oligomers/particles by
electrostatic attractions reducing the rate of removal of silicic acid and producing
silicas with vastly reduced surface area.

Arginine Glycane

Diols 0

CH OH
HOýý " OH H2C-CH2 OH

H/ o
\ // Lysioc and its oligommr

OH HaN

NH2

Diamisse

142NNI2

H2N

HýN

Glu.we &W its pelymen ',Sisaple' ions
HHO H.o 6 i)

H HO

H

Figure 3. Additives used in model silicfi cation studies in order to understand
non-bonded interactions in structure control.

Nitrogen containing amino acids, particularly L-arginine and L-lysine were
also found to promote silicic acid condensation. When a whole range of amino
acids was considered, their effect on the early stages of condensation (e.g. the
formation of trimers and other small oligomers) could be related to the pI of the
amino acid.' 5 Aggregation of the condensing silica as observed by photon
correlation spectroscopy (DLS) also showed pI dependent behaviour with the
most significant increases being observed for L-arginine and L-lysine. This
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saccharides and alkanediols. Reference to other work is also made. Early
experiments using cellulose as a reaction additive found that the solution
chemistry, i.e. kinetics of silica polymerisation was little affected. However, the
presence of cellulose was found to exert a dramatic effect on the range of
primary particle sizes generated and their aggregation patterns. In particular,
cellulose was able to "stabilise" primary particles and at the same time generated
a degree of ordering in the silicas. A similar effect was observed for small
oligosaccharides of glucose.26

We investigated the effect of additions of alkanediols to the model
silicifying system as depicted in Figure 2. The results obtained from the kinetic
experiments performed in the presence of the diols indicated no significant effect
on any of the early stages of silica oligomer formation when compared with the
blank sample (data not shown). However, effects were observed on the materials
formed as the presence of the diols led to higher levels of silicic acid being
present in solution and silicas with lower surface areas and increased porosity
being produced. The observations can be explained by considering all of the
species capable of forming hydrogen bonds in the experimental system in
question. There are three species cable of constructing a hydrogen bond: silicic
acid, water and the alkanediol species. Hydrogen bonding occurs in alcohols due
to the polarisation that exists in the 0-H bond. Silicic acid is expected to
hydrogen bond with the diol as well as with water. However, for all the
experiments conducted, water was in excess and hence the effect of the diols
would be insignificant compared with the effect of the solvent, as is indeed
observed. As particle growth continues the presence of the additive promotes
reorganisation of the siliceous phase but the diol is not incorporated into the
structures that form.

The Hydrophobic Effect

The hydrophobic effect is a fundamental factor regulating in vivo processes,
such as protein folding and protein-substrate interactions.27,2 The stability and
hence the function of proteins, for example, is altered by the presence of solute
due to the rearrangement of water molecules. This effect is particularly enhanced
when the solutes added are hydrophobic in nature. Similarly, the hydrophobic
effect is expected to play important role in silicic acid polymerisation and silica
- additive interactions. A series of organic additives possessing increasingly
larger hydrophobic domains (from C2 to C10) have been used to investigate their
interactions with silicas.29 Effects on silicic acid condensation, aggregation and
materials properties were observed that could not be explained by consideration
of the electrostatic effects alone. Increased rates of condensation and aggregation
were observed and materials with lower surface areas were produced in the
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Introduction

Complex mineralized composite systems in Nature provide rich ground for insight into

mechanisms of biomineralization and novel materials designs (1-4). Some of the more

common sources of inspiration include seashells, insect exoskeletons, extracellular

matrices involved in bone and other hard tissues and marine silica skeletons. The

formation of natural inorganic-organic composites is a multi-step process, including the

assembly of the extracellular matrix, the selective transportation of inorganic ions to

discrete organized compartments with subsequent mineral nucleation and growth

delineated by pre-organized cellular compartments. Silica skeletons found in Nature are

based on nanoscale composites wherein the organic components, usually proteins, are

functional parts of the skeletal structures while also serving as silica-forming components

(5, 6). As a result, materials' toughness is improved, strength is retained and fine

morphological control is achieved - all hallmark attributes of biological composites.

Silica is widespread in biological systems and serves different functions including

support and protection in single-celled organisms, such as diatoms through to higher

plants and animals (7, 8). The remarkable morphological control in vivo that generates

intricate patterns at small length scales is species-specific and has attracted a great deal of

interest in recent years as such features exceed the capabilities of present-day synthetic

and technological approaches to materials engineering in vitro. In Nature, the

biosynthesis of biosilica from 'silicon' in vivo occurs under mild ambient physiological

conditions, around neutral pH and low temperatures -4-400C, and is facilitated by
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the major ampullate spidroin protein 1 (MaSpl) protein of Nephila clavipes spider

dragline silk - known for the formation of highly stable (beta-sheet) secondary structures

with impressive mechanical properties. The second part of the fusion protein is the R5

peptide known for precipitating silica.

Silks are intriguing biologically-derived proteins that form into fibers with remarkable

mechanical properties (27, 28). In addition, silks self-assemble readily into defined 03-

sheet structures. Peptide variants of silkworm fibroin silk and spider dragline silks, as

well as native reprocessed and genetic variants of these silks, have been studied to

elucidate the important sequence chemistry-assembly relationships. To this end, a range

of material morphologies and properties can now be generated through control of

solution conditions, concentration and additives, such that electrospun fibers (29, 30),

films (31), porous matrices (32, 33) and hydrogels (34) can be generated under controlled

conditions from these silk proteins that otherwise only form into fibers during processing

in Nature. The remarkable materials properties of these proteins prompt interest in their

functionalization for enhancements in properties. For example, we have reported the

successful chemical decoration of silk-based biomaterials with cell binding domains (35)

and with cytokines such as BMP-2 to enhance bone tissue formation (36).

The R5 peptide is a silica-forming domain derived from the silaffm protein of the diatom

Cylindrotheca fusiformis. Various proteins have been isolated from biosilicas, in

particular, siliceous frustules of a few selected diatoms of which some low molecular

weight proteins known as silaffins, and some even lower molecular weight compounds

5



with and without R5 was 6.4 and 600 g/m2, respectively). Upon calcination and removal

of the organic phase from the silica composite, the surface area increased to 520 g/m2,

implying that the spaces between the silica particles were filled by the peptide. The

particles were found to be spheres of size -1 jim (Figure 3B). The role of R5 seems to

be in aggregation and scaffolding rather than catalysis.

Data were obtained from kinetic experiments carried out in solution and morphology

studies performed by electron microscopy when the silk-R5 fusion proteins were

introduced into the silica polymerization experiments. Even at low levels of fusion

protein (ca. 135Si:1 R5 from fusion proteins i.e. ca. 22Si:1 amine groups from amino

acid side chains of R5) there was an effect on the rate of removal of silicic acid from

solution and on the nature of the silica phase formed (Figure 3C). Electron microscopy

images of the precipitated silica showed networks of spheres of ca. 1 gm in diameter.

These particles were similar in appearance to the silica produced in the presence of R5

alone where Si:amine from R5 was equal to one (Figure 4). The elemental mapping of

the samples (Figure 4) revealed that the product contained silicon and oxygen arising

from silica. The high amounts of carbon (Figure 4B) can be attributed to occluded

protein. From the SEM data (Figure 4D), it can be seen that even without using any

special assembly techniques, self-assembly of the silk chimera was evident in the

presence of the silica structures. Thermal analysis was carried out on the samples and the

data suggest that ca. 90% of the material was protein while the remaining 10% was

silica. Nitrogen adsorption analysis of the composite samples indicated pore radii of the
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spheres were slightly smaller, ranging from 200 to 400 nm (Figure 6). When the

electrospun fibers consisting of the chimera CRGD15mer+R5 were not treated with

methanol, the fibers fused together on the surface. Without the fl-sheet inducing

methanol treatment, the fibers are prone to partially solubilize on the surface yielding a

thin film upon which the mineralization reaction takes place. However, upon treatment

of the chimera CRGD15mer+R5 electrospun mats with methanol before silicification, a

thin film formed from the solubilized and then fused fibers at the surface and silica

nanospheres did not form as in the sample above. Instead, the fibers fused with each

other as expected (29) and although mineralization occurred as confirmed by XPS, silica

deposited around the fibers providing a non-uniform coating instead of the spheres

(Figure 6). When the chimera CRGD15mer+R5 was electrospun during the silica

polymerization process (concurrent processing), silica deposition was induced in and on

the fibers and elliptically shaped silica particles fused to the fibers were observed

(Figure 6). XPS analysis of the resulting fibers confirmed the presence of elemental

silicon. Thus, the concurrent processing approach, fiber spinning and silicification

reactions, resulted in a different morphology of the silica in terms of location within the

fibers and shape, compared to the silicification reactions conducted post electrospinning.

The design and use of novel chimeric fusion proteins, containing silk and silica-forming

domains in the synthesis of new silk-silica nanocomposites has been demonstrated. The

properties of silk have been exploited to generate self-assembled composites in the form

of films and fibres as examples to illustrate the diversity of processing options with this
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transfer of cloned inserts between two shuttle vectors based on pUC19 and pCR-Script

(Stratagene) (38, 39). The cloning of CRGD15mer recombinant protein was performed

in a similar manner. Oligonucleotides for the R5 peptide were designed with EcoRI

(gaattc) and NotI (cgccgg) restriction sites at the 5' and 3' ends respectively and then

ligated directly into the EcoRI and NotI restriction sites of pET-30a(+) vector (Novagen)

next to the 15mer clone. The constructs pET-30a(+)-15mer+R5 and pET-21a(+)-

CRGD15mer+R5 were transformed into the E. coli host strains RY-3041, a mutant strain

defective in the expression of SlyD protein, for protein expression (43, 44). The

resulting proteins were finally purified using a Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen, CA), which allows

the specific binding of the His-Tag at the C-terminal of the proteins, before being

identified using SDS-Page gel electrophoresis (Figures 2 C & D)) (Invitrogen, CA).

Preparation of Silica samples for SEM studies

Silica samples were isolated by centrifugation, washed and lyophilized for SEM and

nitrogen adsorption analyses. Nitrogen gas adsorption/desorption analysis was carried

out using a Quantachrome Nova3200e surface area and pore size analyser. Surface areas

were determined via the BET method (45) and pore radii were determined by the BJH

method(46) using the desorption branch of the isotherm. The entrapped organic material

in silica was removed by calcination of samples at 6500C in air.

Preparation of silk films

The lyophilized fusion proteins were dissolved in hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) at a

concentration of 2.5% w/v at 4°C, 100 •Il was pipetted onto silicon chips in 24-well
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used for morphological characterization of

the electrospun fibers, with and without methanol treatment and silicification reactions,

using a Leo 982 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (Harvard University,

Center for Nanoscale Systems). Elemental analysis of the unreacted and reacted samples

was performed using an X-Ray Photoelectron Spectrometer equipped with an Al Ka

radiation source and four available spot sizes ranging from 150 to 1000 mm (Harvard

University, Center for Nanoscale Systems).
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Figure 6. (A) SEM images of untreated and methanol treated electropun

CRGD15mer+R5 silk fibers before, during and after silicification reactions. XPS analysis

of CRGD 1 5mer+R5 and silicified CRGD 1 5mer+R5 on Al foil and on silicon chip at the

characteristic binding energies of (B) 153 eV and (C) 102 eV for electrons found in the

2s and 2p3 electron shells of the Silicon atom respectively.
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